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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW
ONE DOLLAR A TZAR.
ILights
Gad...
Shadows
Torre is • °Lethal in Puss intholdsos
satire of Bailer's. "Hadtbraa." some-
lb-tag like this:
C0464°011%4 Ws@ we have. mind to
Sy denuded thole we're aot thee reel to."
Ifs. did not forestall Barns. his mew
IMaandliag at Ins same biomes follies
• with* more than a °salary labor in-
spired the Sootheb pat to write:
"Wad the geld Lord mess IOW* gle as
To see warmers WI Wiese see as,
▪ le wad Rao sway a blunder free as."
Prof. Scheresaa. of Ouraell treiveni-
ty, president of she Plidtprithe °monis-
dos, to a late tot -roam gives some
mighty plain talk for the benefit of the
Pbariser*. Be says that the isisodi need
athasiesaries, need them badly. 'Bat in
Lesion the people are inselligent, educat-
ed. sad Catholics. He thinks it would
be dangerous go prosestaallans for mis-
sionaries el Os various thammisnithe
to End the island@ Dee sastose owe Id
haeggientosi by deo • $aseinet oreedo" and
athil$100111 doceetses of the various gee to
and wilds they are willing and Ittlx10118
for site truth, it would be diflilals fur
them to discriminate amid the clash
sad Goaliet of the many denomination-
al .lernaria Be says that the contest
should be prostithatima vs catholicism,
the fawn repressoted by one deposal-
Rados But the prottemor doesn't my
whisk the It Neon he, sad he is wise
Prof. Sobartaan says that he never saw
a Pilipiao drunkard. The natives loathe
as taterimia arankare. Bat the civil-
, 
Wee Woe" of alcobol hollow, in the
wake of our conquering bayonets.
Maeda is fall of ram shops sines Amer-
ican nesemdthoy, but, oh! we have pus
▪ Ie the brutal paeans of oath
ligliting. Is Si la lime with our "math-
lent to suppress coot fighting
and agreed drothathf
t t t
"Y n are wearing mighty toe clothes
lassie ; you meet have had an unusually
itheesines Tear." I said to a 'oedemas
at swifts proolivillys several days ago
"That's just arbors you are wrong,'
he anowered. "Look has been ag sings
.eas. and I am up against it right now.
BIM II is • great mistake to illuserase a
hard leek Mary with triaged Snows
and soiled limes Jest between no,
wiles roe see ine arrayed in flue apparel,
with a sparkler or Iwo soithered about
my person, yes min Immorally bet that I
am dead broke. When I'm looking
swat.. clean *bayed and milling. to all
estanal appeoranoes a pet child of die
Golds °oedema Pontine, you may set it
dowsonat the gar just dealt me a dirty
hand. and beneath a soloing troth my
Wila are at work to raise a stake. There's
atienag likes *lean shave, a swell Sal.
he's ens, reseal leathers and a pleasant
smith warm you ars up against IS These
are Mae clothes, yes. but ow the q.
this is my hard look savagery, a sort of
sartorial paradox. stir' -sad ny Mead
assalerol boreal Umpiress so join a Ora-
man who, be said, was an old
friend of his, and loge her they vanish-
ed thisagb as open door.
t ft
in the daily detail of a newepaper'•
pabliethion, the maths of writing the
WIPP i4 about the tielltille and simplyst
tothinte. It's ladled wasneibind to
width about that pass Moo 1111W/Sreen of
lb.newspaperman so tee miss it M
hots alas the real work comas in, a face
sem tew pawls saws So cosmoses% Of
seem more or leas aptitude and Salem
me display ed is the cresimosat of news
subjects. bus after all, dm man who
ass Sod news is more volaabie thaa the
man who is amp y able to write is
Wien sham qa.lisles are eamMiled the
resets is moss athiefacenry. Bat what
readers want chiefly as. the faces-the
four "W's" which Dana always an
plumaged apes his reporters se the great
esetheled-"Whth. With When the
WINES "
west tramping from place to plow
through said, snow or rain, trying to
And news them to sit by a good are in a
comfortable sanctum and write it after
it has bees unearthed. The laborious
part of the work is the tally searoh, the
often treaters quest, which, fruit!** or
banes, involves practically the mme
amount of labor. If all the men who
imagine themselves journalists would
asks it • rule to give their local papers
more items and lees advice, the result
would *am the paper's patrons more.
'ft
The New KEA We.ts all the news it
can get. If its reporters don't And it
oat, we will esteem it a favor if yea wilt
tell them shoat it, or oall up the edigo-
list rooms by telephone and let as
know If you hear a riuser, good or
but, that is of public interest, notify es,
and we will do the rest, sad "hold you
La grateful retnembraaoa" If you
have visitors let us know; if you,or any
sathaber of you tag0117.PlitP0se v1411141
1st a.. know. The homeless oilmen has
friends who are interested in his teem-
ing or going, who rejoice In his prosper-
ity Or eyespatt :se la adVer101 If a
papier ass do meth, for a community
TRE4SURY
Receipts And Disburse-
ments For 1899.
RETIRING 
_TREASURER
Crenshaw Gives Account
of Ills .itewardship
-Interesting
Figures.
aelow will b, found the report of the
COW Treasurer for the year ending Ds°
Sid 1809 The items in the eeperate ac-
anthi showing the receipts and oiiburs-
aeseas will make interesting reading for
all who desire to keep informed on the
gaanotal status of the city. 'lb. excess
of revenue /Ter expenses, the redemp
C184) V bonds the expenditere f, r
walleferwl*si.00011 11107 114 1kaircieemiset is alt Inseesseit
pia si.ei•-e *vas• 1,110.t se•iihrwrof the repOit and indicate 'h.
v.
raw DAY To DAY.
to it II
TODAY BEGINS THE last year of
the Nineteenth Century It is not the
Twentieth Oentury. This s-tiles it VI e
have spoken.
CHRISTMAS WEDDINGS WERE
mower so numerous in Kentucky as this
year.
ONE TRAIN 18 said to have carried
NO jugs into a Heatuoky town on last
8.
THINGS ARE GETTING lively in
the Dark district, says the Louisville
Weed Sales are reported as high se
$8 80 for leaf, 115 for lugs and $250 for
trashes.
PENSION QOM It ISSIONE R EVAN8
has made a ruling to the effect that all
honorably discharged soldiers of the civ-
il war are entitled to the minimum pas-
sion of $6 per month on reaching the
age Of lb years.
• BILL HAS been introduced In On-
grass for the admittance of the Pinar" a
• Porto Rico free of duty. The VANS,
of this island is only suitable for cigar
purposes and will not tif-es the Sobsesess
of Kentucky and fennyssee.
t
Ivory maa halms someeliteg of La-
than Sthe the public no SOS familiar
wish, and width wade mats an *a-
doptable mews mom. Its pakiloesios
woad do ao harm, mall. Mee good,
if he were only scommodeling essiaegh
er thoegistfal enough to sell it to has
gratetai Mood of the qui& I mess in
• 110V BYRN r HAS been Wenger**.
id in Knoxville to erect a monument in
memory uf Gen. W. P Sanders, the
only general caw from Kentucky on
the Federal aide who was killed miring
the war.
THE NEW ERA hat rank/0d the fol-
io *tag communication: "Two thousand
Kaiser and Km cartridges, souvenir
knives, engraved, will be given away.
one with every oabeeriptionof sease
or more to the Lawton fund. Aid a
hereto man's widow sal obtain a sou-
venir of the late war.
"Addrese Ool. J. Donovan. Louisville
dote', Louieville, Ky ",
THE NEW YOKK Herald accords to
the sew Lafayette dollar tae palm am a
unit of elastic currency. Ise intrinsic
rates is sham 50 eente, its facie value $1
and is sells ter
Till 'maw 8TATE3 Navy Ds-
earthiest wants 5,000 recruits inimed1
ately se prepare for servo:s on the new
battleships and cruisers being construes
efi
lily l'Ottnell every day &WSW Of Wen
who give oie grate:mos mar stmo.
lathes how newspapers oughe to be 0011-
ducted Verily. tun is a getheamoto ef
journalist' .••Yea oughe to print ttis Do
this,"or" Why w. s t skim in the paper?
are questions ar d roaantentil that V•x the
ear of the editor and reporter w heves sr
be peas. Tbe word doesn't know bow
meth *mealiest° grains is slumberthe
Is obscurity. Yet, what yea ask one
it thee* *Meares for an item of news
he will MU you dies be does em know a
glum, when, maybe, his own noose wee
bertharised last Digits, or his toothier
is so be married as • 'meek, limy
seem to think that newspaper mem
know Omega hisuismely • d Ii never
ocean to thee to SeitigRoaa• a personal.
a wedding or a burglary to the news-
paper u111045 The WIee 001111 eho know
so moon Shoat Faulting a newspaper
are the first In kick if au event wish*
they knew all aboat is overlooked. Tim
reporter edia..r is neither onne.scleal
nor orsnipresei-t Be cannot know
wogs except through human agencies
and be can sot be everywhere at
Dale gennarnt Whin you are com•
plait:low about what he has not done.
to you ever con.ider,as the result Si Isl.
day'. labor mores you in the Um, the
many things he ha. dour? It he die
sot find oat dist your °Wane were
stolen, be did and oat that you! neigh-
hOr's daughter cloyed with she hired
man, and tolls you all about it. Do you
read the poper se Sod oth what is in is,
or it bet is Dot in is?
"An
Ouna
Of
Expericnce
4 Is
Worth
A
Pound
of
Advice."
t t t
W hen the news columns of a paper
are dearth of tolerating weenie. it is no
arganiesit that there has been no con•
selentions labor espended. As was
iMetalL0be theist, it is eseeb harder
ortigrelleive 'pith of the late admioietra
well as the careful regard for th•
of the taxpayers.
sville may challenge any other
e size in the State to show
factory Noel record for 1899.
intstratton which ended yes
lion
tote
Ho
city o
more
The
terday,101d governed every branch ot
tytthe ci sirs so wisely and judicious-
ly that its possible to reduce the rate
of tees, 25 oente on the $100, of prop-
erty. a with this redaction they
cuticula that a safe cash balance
would ain in the treasury at the end
of 1900.
The
fall is as
rt of the retiring treasurer in
Bows:
RIFTS JAN. 1,1899.
rash bat $18,676 82
Total city x . 31,174 80
Bank ft tax    4 752 8N
City Clon  1,7453'
Usiseetery   1,186 10
82.7G
[Avow ii   7,028 00
Wagons hacks license  30747
Lite ins 110eDee   469 07
Fire luau license ... 772 00
Building oan license  50 to
Bucket lioense  158 38
Laundry 25 811
?Shows 1   18000
All other. 112u5
Returned hristtan county 267 Elit
Doe t-x 127 00
Door plates 18 97
$61,585 SO
DI1Ua8ENr8.
Public sch ....... ....$10.742 08
E eotric babel,  8,766 14
Light. and war for Chris-
tian cionnst,„. 
Streets
Oily prison art..... 
Cemetery 
Otty team
Printing
tax and llolk returned by
Work house ., 
Water hydrate  ..••••
Uolored 'retool
U V bonds
laterals on bo
*nail pox
Obartty
Police pay
Extra poll
Fire oompa y roil
Extra Pepe')
Jaire's sal
ereiteuree's • ..... • ..
Clerk's
Attorney's
Engieser's
8- iron's
reateeter's
Assessor's
%layer's se
Otionciimen
i/ity her
iy
ell oeleile ell
Tett
ou
Jan. 1
t
S.
From
a0b001
sillOnnts
Jan. 1st, NiNt
Taxes for •t:
Bent fraapii‘
R.
By warn nt: ...... $10,742 08
Jan. DO, ,the city
balance . 4   4642.99
Jan. let, 1900  balance 7,564.37
Whoever said this was
a wise one, for we see
it illustrated every day,
and nOwhere do we see
It as often as we do in
the mercantile business
$21,947.44
Good ol-c-arc:,,Metcilfa, of Ken
tacky. b9 yea ass that Dr lielee
Pore Tar Ho . e beet Grip cure
Oough. Lnc4 tihlBronc bIai remedy
that has bee4 irt-74 0 the pecipl. dur-
ing her life d 10jrywhee.
IMse
The Ne: irk World
Tin Wcck Edition
Almost •
Prt
IS.
The we:4h
newspaper' eft
Week edition
and with th
now at hand
Here are some
easily the lea
It is um:led ev
all purposes
Every week
18 pages. and
ally-At the
Weekly.
circulated .'weekly"
a is the Thrice a-
New Y irk World,
dentist campaign
not do without it.
reasons why It l•
oiler a year jour-
If you will make a few ""cin 
$4 
pages
IThe Price is Oil 00 per year.
pu frrchases om us you 
weakly.
your 
sly at the price of a
will readily that !
experience with Its news oovisery known part of
us will profit you more the world lfeekly paper oonid
than takin a whole 
11stied •100e •41 .h such service.
eF 1 The Thrice a World has at its
e of advice. Try 
it
•r day, :lied is to
1u3sa once.
:-W. T.-:
COPE
& COMPANY.
Grocers.
.... • • • -
12 below:ie..
_
$61 585 20
ND RECEIPTS.
receipts above the
Ted the following
balance. ,g 9 604 92
  11.441 89
1 -901 13
- - - -
$22,947 44
RSED.
26780
3.072 30
668 8$
$8900
431 il
844 57
407 08
998 71
3,920 00
7e8 04
6 400 CM'
8 821 50
1 490 9e
437 96
4,501 75
442 49
726 06
3,21446
400 00
500 00
800 00
86000
600 00
86000
e00 Ott
80000
250 00
880 00
26 21
8846
$47.t65 Ob
. 18,970 15
toseriber receives
siring the "busy"
work.
dispostal all of termer's of the great-
est newspaper Osten-A-the wonder
of moostre naliou-" A merica's
Greatest Newlitt- as is ha. been
jnatly twem•d-ISew York World.
The political I is ebsolut-ly im
partial. This Gill be of esptcitl
value in the .dential campaign
coming on.
The te-st of co fl -ion its found in
Its column..
These are only+ of the rea.ons;
there are otherseel it and see them
sill.
I We offer thi ailed newspaper
and THE WENN W ERA together
one year for gi wit
Cured By The New
Drugless Science,
OST EO
At Franklin, Kentucky--
Miss Ella Gardner Gives
Her Personal Ex-
perience.
Miss Gardner is well known in the
Cumberland Presbyterian church. hay
ielpsiiten a missionary in that church it.
J epan until the failure in her health
which vile Seecribes ig this article The
complerevery of Mies Gardner has
enabled her to return as a missionary to
Japan.
the fall of 1893, after two and a
half year,' residence in Japan, all this
while st niggling against climatic
cnanges which very soon bring to light
the weak pilts in one's hotly, my uerv
ius system bec:ime a complete wreck
With slight astigmatism of the eyes,
stet unib:e to get glasses to correct this
is
-feet, I was constantly havitie head-
ache. With that strain for two yeara.
Arid overheat in the summer, and a se
vere nervi us strain following closely
after, I one morning found myself sit
ring at my typewriter unable to see
what I was writlng. My eyes failed to
focus on ths page. I lay down on the
-ouch for a few minutes and felt better
and decided to get up and found that I
mold not raise my head from the pillow
There seemed to be a heavy load in the
top of my head which warned me to
keep quiet Had I made any further
ittempt to get up I would have reached
an unconscious state. My eyes and
twain were congested. I was ordered to
(pit wore and go to the country to rest.
This I did and returned several times
hinking I was able to go to work, but
'found that I was not After repeated
attempts my physic ant decided that
nothing but rest in my native climate
would restore me to health. The diag-
nosis in my case was nourishment of a
"one...alive type After returning home
[ gradually grew strenger, but wilt a
year's rest here I was still not ahle to
yen be sociable with my friends
fairing for half an boor would make
the b:ood rash to my cheeks and head,
and bring back the awful Wed feeling,
which none bat those who have expert
winced it can have the faintest concep-
tion of what it Is. Many a time have I
longed to be able te get away from the
tired self.
"One day in November last I threw
myself on the couch saying to a friend
that I wished I was near an X-ray. I
would like for some one to look through
my Anil and see what the trouble was
She replied 'I know what you ought to
do-go and see the Osteopaths.' I was
ail ears to know what an Osteopath
was, and what they could do for me.
From that day I began reading Osteo-
path j ,urnals and corresponding with
friends that kn-w about it. After cor-
responding with Hon I H Goodnight
I decided to come to Franklin. After
three week's treatment the blood ceased
rushing to my face and head and I be-
gan to feel better. At the eu 1 of six
weeks I went horns for a visit. I did
not intend to do mach work, but felt so
well that I kept going from one thing
to another, until at the end of three
weeks' visit I found I had been bray
doing something all the time--the first
real consecutive work I had been able to
In for over two years Had I quit the
treatment th.di money could not take
tram we the brut-fit I had received
"I did not in the beginting come to
the ii flowery full of doubts, for I had
made a thorough investigation of Oste-
opathy and saw in it a hope of assisting
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY. J A NUARY 6, 1900 VOLUME XXX, NO. 25.
NERVOUS \n a' ttrit‘te mire sp esdy recovery of 1rosalth In my case I have no war WI SENTENCE COMMUTED.PROSTRATION wage with the m. dice' 'men, for these , Gm Taylorwhose kindly attentions I received.recognised the inability of medicine to
to trio any good and prescribed rest,
change of climate, and plenty of (-ler
else in the open air. That hope has
neen rearit.d, and I feel well now and
am able to enj)y life I r- c igirec the
fact that I haven't the mental stristigih
nor power of endurance that I once bad
and that I shall have to begin werk
gradually and cautiously I am still
continuing the treatment as a tonic and
shall until my physicians think best for
me atop This, however, I think will
not be very long.
For several year., during the hot
mouths, I hive beer troubled with
headache and could not be out in the
-oin As men as thapot weather came
ii this summer in; headache began,
hut now in the midlof the hot season
tore in Kentucky 14clo not have any
headache and I go when I please. Os
teopathy...itss done to much for me that
were 1 choosing a secular vozetion for
a life work I certainly would chum it
and were it not f ii time and money
reetele-d totett e Lae knowledge 1
would lige to have it as a help in work
en the mission field.
"For the benefit of my friendi whs.
may read this I want to reiterate tie
statement that has been made several
COPS in the Journal that 0 -teopathy it
not faith cure, hypnotism, Ohrietiaii
science, or massage. It is a- science-
based on a thorough knowledge of anat-
omy and physiology. The operator by
scientific manipulation of the body, put.
the machinery into pr-per running or-
der &tad removes obstructions to the
flow of the blood and other secretions.
thus aiding nature to the full reetors
lion to health. To those wishing to
avail theulselves of the benefits of Os-
teopathy treatment I most heartily me
ommend Franklin infirmary. The phy•
+tellies are painstaking and untiring in
their work of relieving the suffering
They live for the good they can do."
Thos interested in the school and in-
firmary will be supplied with a cata-
logue of the school, tne Journal of Os
teopathy, and any other information
desired upon application the secretary
The Southern School of Osteopathy,
Franklin, Ky., Iocoeporateel
NEW FREIGHT DEPOT
May Be Erected By The L & N. Next
Year.
Is is said that the Louisville & Nash-
ville Railway Company is going to in
atigarate a sweeping policy of improve-
ment on all its div'sions with the new
year. Thousands are ri be 'pent in the
erection of new and enduring buildings
along the lines and the improvement of
old fr.ight houses and depots. It is
hoped by the humane people of this
community that a new freight depot for
Hopkinsville is on the list of cotemplat-
ed improvements The present fire trap
ant barn is a disgrace to a great and
wealthy corporation like the L & N ,
and its offices are leas comfortable in
winter than many ()hristian county
farmers' stock barns.
The local business for the past year
has shown a most satisfactory inorea-e
euct something is due Hopkinsville in
the direction of improvement. The
Company has had pretty much its own
way in the past and the result of th,
late election indicates that it need ap
prebend no hostility from local legishe
holm] at least for several years. As
they were permi.tesi to build a email
frame depot in the 11 -e district several
years ago, they might .,hew some ap-
preciation for pa-t favors by erecting a
brick freight depot in keeping with the
volume of business.
HE FOOLED THE SURGEONS.
All doctors told Remick Hamilton, of
West Jeffeesion, 0 , after suffering 18
months from Rental Fe•tula, he would
die unless a zostly operation was per.
formed; but he cured himself with five
boxes of Bocklen's Arnica Salve, the
sweet Pile care on earth, and the best
84.t's it, the world. 25e a box. Bold by
L L. Klein. 0 K. Wyly, H 0, Hard-
wick, J. 0. Cook and Anderson & Fota•
ler: druggists
,MissKnocks OH Eighteen Months
•1
K IOf Zlande Wadlington's Term.
From Saturday's daily. i
Judge Jas. Brsathitr, of this ( iry, one
et the attoruejs for Clau le Wadlington,
who was recently sent to the peuitew
tiary for two years for manslaughter
has been notified of the success of a re
cent ruiss'on to Frenkfort and interview
with Gov Taylor.
The sentence of two years was corn-
mutt d to six mouths. Young Widliug-
ton's term began in October end, allow-
ing fur good behavior, he will be a free
man about March first.
The young man and :bit; excellent
fsmily have many warm friends who
will learn of Gov. Taylor's clemency
A ith great pleasure The Courier Jour
unit Fraukfort correspondent says:
Gov. Taylor this afternoon commuted
from two years to six months the prison
,santence imposed on Claude, W ing-
ton, of Onrietian county, for linen-
-laughter. The r *sops given by the
&relative for his action were the youth
-if the prisoner and the recommendation
of members of the jury.
Wadlington shot and killed Parks
Wilsoo, at Gracey, Christian county, on
tannery 6, IS97
HAND WAS BADLY HURT.
Mr. Wallace Smith, Foreman of New
Era, Receives Severe Injuries,
From Saturday's daily.
Mr Wallace Smith, the foreman of
he Ns w ERA, met With an extremely
miu1 al accident this morning He was
IQ the press rooms adjusting the press
tor this first Ina of the at ernoon paper.
The machinery was in motion, aag as
She ink was thick, Mr. Sm4h ores dis-
tributing it on the type with a snd
roller. His foot slipped while b4 wee
leaning over the press 'end before he
',old recover himself the hand•roller
and his hand and wrist had been drawn
arta the press between the forms and
the rollers. The hand meter checked
the press, otherwise Mr. ,Smith's. injw
-lee would have been serious. The
flesh on the augers of his right band
was badly torte but fortnuatel the
bones were not crushed Drs.
sou and Hamad were speedily Mao
mooed and the injured wesnb ROI
tressed. With characteristic
air Smith remained at his post .until
the press was prepared for the day's
work. He will be iecapaoitated for
some time.
BEAZLEMONTS.
From Friday's daily.
Mr. Hugh Betaitley and Miss Minnie
Yonta surprised their many friends by
being quietly married Thursday even
mg. The wedding seek place at the
residence of the bride's sister, Mrs May
Elwin/brim, on West Ifith street.
M'CORMICK-BARNETT.
From Friday's daily.
Mn, Beiej atom E. McCormick and
Miss Emma Barnett were joined in
marriage last nigh.: at the Ninth Street
Presbyterian church in the presence of a
limited number of frisuds. Rev Dr.
t\tW. L Nourse offi iiited. le br ee Is
it sister of Mr. N. A. 13 irnett d • an
attractive and intelligent you ,ady.
Mr. McCormick is a wealthy planter of
the Pembroke vicinity.
American Victory.
(Cablegram to New Era).
MANILA, Dec. 29 -The Americans
have captured in the mountains a rebel
strong-bold supposed to be impregnable.
Many prisoners and arms were Wren
WILL REMODEL STORE.
Mrs. J. 0. Willis, the proprietor of the
building occupied by the Hopkinrville
Grocery Company, which was damaged
by fire Sunday night, has let to Forbes
dr Bro. the contract for remodeling the
interior and preparing it for oecupancy
by the same firm. Work will begin at
mice ant will be completed by Feb. let.
Qi;,1r 4o" ,<c/vc
. 0
%atio.s.-'•....‘ 
....e.....efte--esieeleestinNe.e.o.NeaNseaNwe 
-m-ssieNew`thre
WE BRING TO YOU
From the Piney Forests of Norway
Nature's
MOST
Natural Remedy
‘se`sso
,
Improved by Science to a PLEASANT, PERMANENT, POSITIVE CURE
For Coughs, Colds, and al Inflamed Surfaces of the Lungs and Bronchial Tuba,
Dr. BELL'S P1NE-TAR-HONEY
The sore, weary cough-worn lungs are exhilarated, the
microbe bearing mucus is cut out, the cause of that tickling is
removed, and the inflamed membranes are healed and soothed so
that there is no inclination to cough.
A COLD! A COUGH! CONSUMPTION!
My Stile daughter has been an
to severs sod croup, and ol etet
taken with violent coughing spells at
night. Or licll's Pine-Tar-Honey is
the only preparation I have found that
will relieve her I think It is necen.ary
In the hoiewhoid. - B. L. Jame,
Louisville, Ky.
4- „as's\
I have been seriously affected for
twentpillve years with • cough and
pains in my side and breast that were
causing me a miserable hie. I spent
hundreds of dollars with doctors and
for medicine, but eccrythitig failed
until I nsed Dr Bell' • Pine-Tar-Ht ney.
It beats tlie world, and has saved my
life. I recommend Dr Dell's Pine-
Tar
-Honey to everybody with weak
lungs. It is a great at:meas.-J. B.
Illosasee, Grantsburg, Hi,
BEWARE!
I have sold Pins-Tar-Roney for ono
year. Find it • splendid remedy and
M seller. Sold five bottle. to Missit Howell. of this place, who was
considered to have consumption. 8hts
Is now in good health.-J. '1'. Garagets,
Draggles, °rant/burg, Ill.
in buying Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar Honey you get as big a
bottle and more doses for 25c than you do of
any other, but the druggist's profit is less.
florets,. seine druggists are persareart inx their ewe-
testers to bur that which to them means greater
went. DO re V 0 ti DO IT. DEMAND
DR. BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONEY
isTO 07'1-1EIR.
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STATE MEETING ENDS
McDaniel Elected First Vice.Pres.
idest.
The Kentucky Ed acetic nal Aseocia-
tion, after a pleasant and pri fitable
meeting, &dimmed 
_last Friday to:meet
again in Louisville at the same time in
1900.
Miss Kate McDaniel, of this city, was r
elected First Vice President. The new ,
President i. J NI N. Donne., of Day- ,
ton
The Asuciation declared for three
training schools for teachers, to be sup-
ported by the State for the increased
effectiveness of the compulsory educa-
tional law by making it apply to child-
ren between the ages of six and eighteen
instead of eight and fourteen, as at pres-
ent, and decided to send a committee to
Frankfort to urge these recommends-
tioos before the legislature. The ban-
ner for best representation of mileage to
the convention was awarded to Boyd
county.
Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don't Know it.
How To Find Out.
Fill a bottle cr common glass with your
water and let it stand twenty-fonr hours: a
sediment OT
thing indicates an
unhealthy condi-
tion of the kid-
neys. if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kid-
ney trouble: too
frequent desire to
pass it or pain in
•••••••-•`""` the back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys and blad-
der are o of order.
What to Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-
Ropt. the great kidney remedy fulfills every
In curing rheumatism, pain in the
,bs:Lit, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
;f the urinary passage. It corrects inability
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
.1, CT bad effects following use of liquor,
mine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extra-
ordinary effect of Swamp
-Root Ls soon
reai ized. It stands the highest for its won-
derful cures of the most distressing cases.
If ycu need a medicine you should have the
'oe-xt. Sold by druggists in 50c. and 31. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
lecnderful discovery
and a book that tells
more about it, both sent
absolutely free by mail,
address DT. Kilmer & Reese of Swarsp-Seet
so_ Binghamton, N.Y. When writing men-
tn rtading this generous offer in this paper.
Yonts Succeeds Ellis.
]i WALTER BAKER & CO.'S
: Breakfast Cocoa
 
otommosowthirwreeweisowesiwthilliethe
Costs less than One Cent a cap.
(1,4
Purled Fist Pore, Nettles, Mos.
Be sure that the Package bears ear Trade-Mart.
WALTER BAKER & CO. Limited. 4,
Established MR
DOROWSTER, MASS. s4
THE NOISE
OF OUR
Prices Beg The Bind
Are you in line? If not get in line of the
BIG BARGAIN SALE that is now on. All goods
haveadvanced, and we offer the people an 0)-
portunity to save money. It is not enough that-
we do as well as others. Trade leadership de-
mands thrt we offer exceptional inducements
all the time. We keep pdople moving Inward
and goods moving outward by moving prioeS
downward. Here's what Moayon's Big Store
offers to its many customers. Every depart..
ment complete:
Dress Goods.
10 pieces all wool Coverts worth 60c
at 35e..
5 pieces imported Novelty Dress
Goods, worth 65e for 35e.
6 pieoes Broadcloth, all colors, w'th
$1 00 at 50c.
• 
Wash Goods.
1000 yards Flannelette Sc.
1000 yards Outing Cloth 8c.
New line of Calicoes.
New line of Percales.
Ladies' Wraps.We have a few Ladies' Jackets
and Cloaks that we've carried over
from last season. They are a little
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 29 _kr. Out of st3le, and we will offer them
last night elected by the State Board of
was at the following prices.
The $6.00 and $6.00 Jackets $2.60Morton K Yonts, of Greenseille,
The $10.00 Jackets at $5 00.
Election Commissioners to suocieed.Oapt " 15.00 " 7 00
" 20.00 ‘, 8.00.
We are also showing an "up to
date" line of stylish Jackets from
$6.00 to 25.00.
New Plush Capes, worth $4.00
$3.15.
New Plush Capes, worth $5.00
$400.
New Plush Capes, worth $7.00
WT
t SPICY AL TO NEW
Elite as a member of that board.
Mr Yonts was not present and has not
been sworn in
TO ACCOMMODATE those who are par-
tial to the use of atomizers in applying
liquids into the nasal pineeireil for ca-
tarrhal troubles, the proprietors prepare
Ely's L quid Cream Balm. Price in-
tending the spraying tube le 75 cents.
Druggists or by mail. The liquid em-
bodies the medicinal properties of the
solid preparation. Cream Balm 18 quick-
ly absorbed by the membrane and does
not dry up the secretions but changes
them to • natural and healthy charac-
ter. Ely Brothers, 56 Warren street,
N.Y.
MONEY TO WAN-On good real
eitatesecurity. Apply to
Hrtirran Worm dr toe.
at
at
at
$5.25.
New Plush Capes, worth $ 91et it& -
$6.75.
One line of Ladiega'_,. Tailol-Made
Suits, reducequip $6.00 to
$3.50.
Linen Department
75 yards white Tablic Lined itt 20.
pe.r yard.
76 yards white Table linen, 70 inelld
wide, reduced from 50‘ to 39e
per yard.
76 yards bleached Teti. 1199a, to
inches wide, reSweed Vim 70e
to 49c per yard.
60 yards bleached 'table Vii00,
inches wide, reduced iossi $1.25 4
to 86o per yard.
26 dozen Napkins at 24c per dozen.
Good Linen Napkins at 45c per doe.
"it49c "
at 15c "
al 90e "
,• it 4! at $1.25 "
t
44 t 
" at $1-60
Good Cotton Crash at te per yard.
G000 Linen Crash at 6 1-2 per yard.
Large Cotton Towels at b omit
Linen Towels at 9 oente.
• -
Now, remember, these bargains will not limit long, so
take advantage of the sale.
oavoll's '111 Store.
itligETASIMMINM3361
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ffi leat Choppers
Sausage Grinders
Sausage Stair.
iters
611
felt
Ole
ACE
Majestic Ranges
AND CHEAPER COOK STOVES.
Round Oak
HEATING STOVES.
Air Tight Heaters
FOR WOOD AND COAL.
PARKER, SMITH AND OTHER standaid makes of hammerles$
and hammer shot guns. Black Powder and Smokeless Powder
Loaded Shells. Careful attention to orders for special loads.
FINE RUSSIA LEATHER and Heavy Duck Leggina,
RODGERS' RAZORS.-A full line of this celebrated brand of
Razors on the way. Be here by Thanksgiving.
WANT A GOOD GRATE that will throw out twice tile heat your
old one does with half the coal? Let us take out your old one
and put in a genuine Radiant Grate and you will get it. When -
you Punch the ashes out they go up the chimney instead of up on
the mantle. Increase the warmth and reducm the coal bill.
.14a
via owl
leafil.evx
MEE4*.•
tala
MEE
Forbes itc Bro.-
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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THE NEW ERA wino eam7 appftid to acts. But
semebow, we daatt hear very much of
British unanimity of late.
;-PUBLUIMSDellre..
kV ell Mali a CO
MUM IVOR Preeldeel.
1119111115-Now Bra_ Building, Seem*
Ilisesk neer Main. Hoprinseille, Ky.
81.00 A YEAR.
Ileselved a& the patens, ta AegtlamvUle
as esessid-elass mall walAter
Friday, January 5, 1900.
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lot yearly advertisement& will be
ematerty.
AIM ' Is tasseled without epee-
Not Mats will be alssrged foe ;mut ordered
mat.
et Merriages and
sot LIMA, mad asit= 01h1
Oteumem =Imes el Illespost,
AM athilitiesaMes atiMess, dye seass pee Wis.
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Was wasmi.v WI gam are sae following
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IM
W telooteuesauerm.  171
latata Varna  1 II
Letdavute DIspateit  1 le
UMW istambe Journal   1 su
Teriamme Wrest Uourter-Journsu . 1 $
Mil-Wesaty bow lora Mortal  1 de
aleaseami enaMMft rases wain any magasine
or aewearseer Isiese in Lae United steam
COUR f DIIIECTOR Y.
Clinown Omar-First Monday in June
mitIlleurth Monday in Pebruary and Sep-
tamber.
17-Second _Mondays
July and October.
- 
to
Coer 
U--First Tneeday in April
Oeurn Monday in every
lithe the British must feel at hearing
NMI Alpe claims that their tesables
visdllmis his erne& This is worse than
elitist* datesea
fI esta. Onllma, of LUinois. has made
biameit solid with the bounty Ampere.
4semeere mid pentacle &gurneys, by Al.
pardoning all deserters and midday
time eligible to pensions.
Nem the fact that the Ihtela have
mimed oar Seer Mpg &seined for Del-
uges Bay. would eon to, indicate that
they believe It saigt.11 be osier to starve
the Boum Mee es whip them.
tam mass ezperimme, is would
soma to be la order to move the 1:mos-
Depertment of Ms govArament
New York City, and pies te in durge
at Sb. Nadonal OW Beak
A plank in the nose Democratic Oat-
hs: in oppodtlen to the governamma
'ping WU the Waking basinees. end
Ike mama banks taking past in the
badmen of governing the ooantry,
abseil be beesrperated.
The Melissa Globe is a Repabliton
paper. 1st with Demands habits of
Mao( lie truth Is admit@ that the
aseemii-uIUI.hav.adyessdinousS
SO pee met sod biker I per mat. and
Ms is Mark Itanna's prosperity.
plan of re/laving the
messy 111011DIS by depositing internal
sem= reasipes in the heads of a
bank whose idiom engaged In bring-
ing about she stringency, leeks sub
Mae maim memos of placing the
Iamb and* the guardianship of she
-trate
Raw doss she number of factory °p-
artitives. whom wages have bees raised
by Ipsoep-rity" compare wish the sam-
ba who have been discharged altogeth-
II by She signing down by the trusts of
laillindes whinge they worked?
Of sewn she samurai ration opposed
the sassing down of Soothers espresso-
Mau la the Repabilean Natiestal Con-
veatien. lbs admialeerestea has *1.
wage been @hie to aware a prutioally
millidtmee ke rumination from the
Ileathern delegates. Hanleases num-
Mau was entirely du to their sap
poet
as Owes. tauter is bee a good thing
Gage. tied Moser seem" to
IhketIS kw Me.
tiraillass will be kooky if is can rec.
41111.11,1416 odd Manderd bill when the
11400,10sErressh wish it. The se-
Elbe= begins today.
Clot gikas and good Mead, the ka-
li& et Buda. is odd to °Ideal le baying
Ws saw paid in Mariam dollen, while
hil sevarotga, William,MelLialsy, stip
aka= lir gold trr its equivalest
be% it Mont time kr Ohs blAnnallily
anneetesemeat that the Philippine war
ieUSMISd? Attar a yes: of
fk/Bwre. the rebel line km been pushed
hash Ahem adios from Mends. /Ida
puke NM the war is apprestehiag SN
ewe.
Whoa lb. Bear erm bum bow the
aideleIrelisa sepias Withered deem
will bad pubsebed &Saba the Philip-
pi, war, Malaria, OM the Betake
sappeelled their govarasessa. ores
Am GENTLY ON THE
KIDNEYS, LIVER
AND BOWELS
CLEANSES THE 5Y5TEM
nispoip EjlIgUALLY,
eIJAE 
"vurromis.gfet.f6 er
1148iTuAL cossTiPATION
mietiteriril.IRMANENTIX
AL FOCI&
au nag neesurest et•eur0 be
CUIRRNIA R.SYRVP@,
5. 71,,Nsu
1St entaress mane& eta so num
ab.
Twenty years ago. the War Depart-
Meat ellet the country $31,000,000 a
yew ; Mday ie is cowing OS10,000,000 a
yrar. Ail this mast be paid by the
worlds, men of the country, who have
bad salitieg witeeevee to say regarding
Nat war that has been inaugurated in
the Pltilipshoes.
If Hama is not careful he may And
thee MisKialey's personal popularity, on
whine be has base trading, may fail be-
fore the next eleotion. Imperialism,
eme in party politics, has before now
bees resealed by the members of the
dowitent posty.
hoe the Appeal so Beason: Just to
mapheeke the good times, the tin-plate
brass km dosed down indefinitely Ma-
mmal its thirty-one plants, throwing
oat or employment over 1,000 men in
the rolling department alone, and
ebensands =Ore in other departments
testimony of an owner before the
committee was teat he
made leper asst. net profit when tin
plate void at WOO, and it now sells for
$066, so you use the law of supply, and
&sand is an tenantable law!
Toledo Bee : It I/ hopefal sign that
those ohampions of Chinas walls end
commercial barriers, the prose:Monists
of the United States, are being driven
with imesistible togas to the position so
magaillosatly occupied over twenty
yentas age by that peerless champion of
commercial liberty, Prank H, Hurd.
AM is as mange, indeed, that when
sae Cabled States is demanding of the
'rowers of Europe an -"pen door" in
China the president of the Uoited States
Is the man who in Congress years ago
was the most conspicuous leader in the
movement to build • Chinese wall
around America when Bard was trying
N break it down.
Now kers is true prosperity J. Over-
ton Paine went from Alabama to New
York less than three years ago with $6,-
600 in his pockets. By dint of pains-
taking industry in the stook exchange
had the sort of thrift which hi manifest-
ed by buying what he could not pay for
and selling what he did not have, he
has finally accumulated something like
$0,000 .000. This is the sort of thing
that Is open to any man, nod those who
Nay pr by merely working on the
farm and in shop have only themselves
N blame It is men who boldly strike
AM for themselves in the useful ohispa-
tisa if sleek gambling that are the real
useful member" of society-at loses it
would seem so from the owe which the
Mollthiley adminissration is taking of
their interests.
Governesses by injunction is thriving
wise McKinley prosperity. • miners'
anion leader in Kamm has jest been
released from jail and is threatened
with renewed imprisonment for con-
tempt. Five strikers in Chicago have
been put behind th. bars and 'he whole
Typographical union of New York
steads enjoined from interfering with
the divine right of than typical Repub
Lien organ of plutocracy, the New
York Sun, "to smash organized labor."
It seems carious that at a moment when
we were assured that labor is reaping
the most solders traits et Melitnlaytam
it should be necessary to employ the
federill courts, and in some oases the
United States army, to impress upon
As workingman a true sense of his
biassing&
MUST BE 16 TO I.
Free silver at 16 to 1- and no other
ratio can he considered for a moment-
would give es a much higher range of
prima. It would mrtainly give us the
trade of silver nations, which alone
would bring the commercial nations to
biameallian, so as to more surely main-
line the mends at a fixed alone would
bring ins esensercial between all na-
tion.. Now lasposeible, because of wide
variations in their relative raises
Ardin. free silver would destroy the
destruottve conapptitioa with us in the
world's =whets of great nation@ now
delft, wad that will continue so do, be-
times@ with a cheaper money than gold.
It would bfno kept possible for their
wheat powers to sell a bushel of wheat
In Europe for 50 oents in gold and then
take this gold and buy a dollar's worth
elf silver sad coin it into that such of
their mosey, and pay with it doable the
&bee, teem and fixed charges our farm-
s", can peg with their Mabel told in
foreign markets. Aad the pries of the
wheat sold abroad in deadly competition
with the with the wheat of silver man-
Wes regulates the price of every bushel
geld at borne. This enormous differ-
ent* in the debt-paying power of a
Mahal of wheat Seth. wheel fanners of
silver lends end it own lies become
poseible only sines we, by chatting the
shah Utterer and leevireg them open
Is gold, have driven the two dollar'
apart, till the gold will buy twit* the
=her M would ono" and that it ought
N bey now. When an ounce of gold
wadi bay only Mimeo canoes of silver,
linn My seek in gold would buy only
Shy male in silver, and the power of a
bushel et wheat in all lands would be
the seise to pay debts, taxes and the
charges that do not fall with prioes of
prothiele, smith as charges fixed by me
Napoli's, Wesel, custom and law. The
The whamt growers of silver countries,
who ere oar principal competnots
abroad, can sell a bushel of wheat for
She same amount of silver they always
Geoid, for they can get it coined into
about as meek money as formerly. But
we ean't get it coined into money at all
any more, and can convert it only into
ono half of the gold money we could
mos. This gives them their old profit-
able prim and gives us the ruinous half
pries' ef recent years, and has made
this mightiest of our farm Industrie'
very unprofitable, unless we happen to
have the unprecedented crops of the
Met two years and they have a wheat
famine at the same time. We can
destroy this ruinous competition only
by teen mints and the reiteration of
the old ratio. But even if we could not
restore the ratio quite, we could greatly
rhinos =is deadly competition in any
event. By the way, we wonder if the
farmers who voted for McKinley and
deer wool, instead of Bryan and dear
wheat, are satisfied with themselves.
111Masase Tear Bowels Witte Ceseerees,
Omer Camertie, sere sossupatieu forever.
Ikea n 0. 0. 0,1aU, Sruggless refuse ataaap.
IMELLAILIIT INCLUDES PRINCIPLES
It Is an unwritten law of the Demo-
cratic party that the latest national law
is binding on all state, oongressional,
county and city ccnventiow, and that
in order to maintain its tegularity the
minor convention must by written res-
olution affirm 'RN/lance to the national
platform. When a minor convention
falls to take action along this line, it
loses the force of regularity, and any
body of dissenters may acquire the
stamp of regularity by performing the
work that the regularly called body fail-
ed to do.
This last holds good in every instance
tviept in a or:invention where delegates
are selected to the qua, martial national
oanvention, in which resolutions of In-
struction may be adopted without refer-
ence to any previoua national conven-
tion. One national convention never
binds the one that follows four years
later.
Owing ta the lamentable Act that
serflch interests am o at work in half a
dozen of our large cities, regularly call-
ed Democratic conventions have within
the past two years passed up the miller
of allegiance to the natioual platform.
This is a monstrous crime against party
traditions that have become sacred and
holy. Such outrageous liberties would
not be taken were minor eouventions
aware of the fact that in failing tOix-
press allegiance to the last uational plat-
form they become in realty bolters, and
have no right to t yen use the party
name.
The wit national convention will, it
is hoped. Ulm some strong action along
this line that will make such oote.itione
legally irregular
$100 IL. ward 8100.
The reader, of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at tests
one dreaded disease that science hap
been • DM to cure in all its piper,' and
that is cistern. Hail's Catarrh Ours Is
the only poevive curs now known to the
medical tiaterntry. Catarrh beteg e
constitutional Mamie requires a consti-
tutional treatment. Hail's Catarrh
Core is taken internally, acting nirectly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system, thereby destroy iug the
foundation of the diseases, and giving
the patient strength by building up int-
cons-Witten and assisting nature in no
lag its work. The proprietors have so
much faith in its eurative powers that
they eger one hundred dotter' for any
odes that it fails to cure Send for list
of testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists. 75o
Hall's Family Pius are the best.
MARRIED A MINISTER.
From Wednesday*. daily.
A letter received this morning from
Memolids 'twee that Miss Lucy Croft
Mtmms, a pretty and popular yering la-
cy, of Trenton, Ky , who is well known
In this city, was married in Memphis
yesterday to a prominent minister of the
Christian church. No details are given
. Whisky Medicines.
The temperance press is emphasizing
the danger to the home in the use of
"medicines" which are loaded with
whisky or aloohol. In this respect, as
well as in the remarkable character of
their curse. Dr. Pierces int diciree cleft
from other prsparations. Dr pierce.
Golden Medical Discovery and Favorite
Prescription contain no alcohol, whisky
or other intoxicant, and are equally:free
from opium, °cocaine and other nar-
cotics. Every family should have a
copy of the Peopl?'s Oommon Sena*
Medical Adviser gent absolutely free on
receipt of stamp, to pey expense of
mailing only Send 91 one•ceut 'tramps
for she book in paper cover., or 81
stamps in cloth binding. Address Dr.
R V. Pierce. Buff slo, N Y.
The Great Presidential
Campaign Of 1900.
The wars of America hsve,heretofore,
settled affairs of State. Great questions
of policy, of national .eotives and na-
tional conclusions have been answered
as soon ea the battle smoke cleared
away, and the victor reaezed his vie
tory. The war with Spain is unlike its
predecessors It hate ha answered ques-
tions, but has created problems which
may not be solved lightly. These prob-
Imes are being formulated by the politi-
cal parties, and before they can be d.11
nitely settled at the ballot lex it is nec-
essary that the people be informed in re-
gard to the situation. The vault of the
campaign of 1900 will make a broad
mark upon she page of history; it will
doubtless establish the policy of the
great Republic of America fir a (patter
of a centuey. it is vastly important,
therefor., that every citiz •n .hall sandy
the situation through that best of medi-
um., a great newspaper The most re-
liable newspaper, the best newspaper, is
The Semi-Weekly Republic, whieh if
fords a comprlieneive • ew of tne Po-
litical situation in all its bearings It
published the new news. The Semi-
Weekly Republic is a Democratic paper,
but it offers to its readers the news re-
garding all tbe political parties, and this
without pr•judice. It is a fair newspa
per Is. telegraph and cable news ser-
vice leas been proved lobe the best em-
ployed by a modern paper. Its special
features are unsurpassed. It is toe news
paper for the meaner who ha. not access
to a daily paper
News features, art, and literature
combine to melte The Repo he's Son•
dayklagazine a specially atcracti•e wee k
ly magazine. Tee half wee illustrations
printed in she wages, Cie surpass any-
thing ever attempted by a newspaper
These products of pnotography are worth
the price tit the pipe.. Spe iiel articles
by trained writers an the us • s and the
subjects engeging the publ c attention
are prepared for The Reporinc's Sunday
Magastee. • distinctly useful and at
tractive feature of Ibis ma, z fie is the
fashion department. Always reliable
and up with the times, the 1 mites find
the fashion page, a delight, Indeed Tip,
Republic's Sunday Megaztue appeals to
every member of the family.
The subecription prtee a the Store
Weekly R public is $1 01) per year. The
Republic aunday M tit zi:le 81 23 p-r
year. Both paper') are no v h-ing offer-
ed at the very low prir••• of 11. NO for one
year. To secure this low rate both must
be ordered and peld for at the same
time.
Address all orders to The R•peblic et
Louis, Mo
Skin-Tortured Babies
CRY FOR CUTICURA.
bittent relief and sleep, In a hot bath with
Crerictaa Soap and a siiiele anointing with
Ctrricua s. Ointment. A blessing to skin tor-
tured Infants tad worn-ont, worried parents.
NM weans 55.r l. theme., We 
J'.$D Amu. "es. S....- Med 6 -sap. teed. boa
DEMOCRATS
IN CONTROL.
All Caucus Nominees
Are Elected.
TAYLOR'S MESSAGE
Warrant for Bribery Serv-
ed On NN hallen Today.
PRATT'S LITTLE SUIT.
[SPECIAL TO ens NEW Ott I
FRANKFORT, Ky, Jan. 1.-The
General Assembly of Kentucky conven-
ed •I 300m today and, after organizing.
heard Governor Taylor's message,
which dealt with State finance', insti•
lotions, municipal taxation, mob
growth, evil of cigarettes, and strongly
recommended the repeal of the election
law
The Democratic caucu. nominees
were elected in both houses by the par-
ty vote.
The vote for the House Speakership
stood:
Trimble (Dem 1. 58.
Haswell (Rep.), 40.
-
BRIBERY CHARGE.
Trimble For 3peaker -
Nominations By Demo-
cratic Caucuses.
LOUISVILLE, Jan. 2 -The Courier-
Journal say. this morning:
In the Cancels of the Democratic mem
ben s of the Senate at Frankfort last
night, Senator Harrell, of Logau county
charged that John H. Whallen had
sought to bribe him to stay out of the
caucus, and had given him $4,500 to in-
duce him to do so. He said he had de.
posited the money in the safety ••u t of
Louisville Trust Company, and preduc-
ed the key of the bok. The disclosure
caused a tremendous sensation, and le-
gal proceedings will follow.
Lavaa-A 111111ITILD $ was served OD
Whalien this morning.
Senator Goebel was nominated for
Speaker pro tern, of the Senate, Claude
Mahe tor chief clerk ani Wm. Crom-
well for assistant °leek. Four Demo-
cratic Senators mused to participate in
the caucus. They were Hays, Alexan-
der, Gillespie and Roberts.
A call has been issued for a joint
Democratic caucus, to be held tonight,
to nominate a candidate for United
States Senator.
kifty eight members, the full Demo-
cratic strength, attended the House
Democratic caucus at Frankfort last
night, winch resulted in the tollowing
nominations:
For Speaker, South Trimble; Clerk,
Edward 0 Leigh ; Assistant Clerk,
Henry Williams; Sergeant-at-Arms,
Percy Hay ; Enrolling Clerk, Mies Mar-
garet 'ogles.
PWATT'S' SUIT
Wants All Three Demo-
cratic Commission-
ers Fired.
FRANKFORT,Ry., Jan. 2-Attor-
ney General Pratt filed suit today
against the Democratic Election Com-
untssioners, asking that their offices) be
forfeited He charges that Mr Poyntz
rode on a pars, which was contrary to
law, and that the appointment of Fel-
ton and Yours as members of the board,
was illegal.
STABLE BURNED.
- -
Story Of A New Firma" And An Obstis
ute Horse.
From Wednesday's daily.
The fire alarm was sounded at 1:80
than afternoon. The stable in the rear
of Mrs. W. A. Lowry s dwelling on
South Main street was discovered in
flames. Smoke and, fire were berating
through the roof when the alarm Was
sounded. The fire had originated in the
loft where a quantity of hay was stored
The stable was almost destroyed before
the department reached the scene.
One of the hose carts which started
never reached the fire. The horse is
rather an obstinate animal and likes to
have his own way. He decided that
tie wanted water instead of fire and
A leX Jones, the colored driver, could
not manage tom When driven from
the engine house he took the bit be-
tween his teeth and broke for the river,
In an opposite direction to the fire. The
ear;, loaded with hove, was plunged in
so the river. The hone refused to
budge and had to be taken from tte
thefts and led back to the stable The
cart is still standing in the water
NUDE NEGRO ON COAL CAR.
Says He Escaped Frew tiopkiesville Le.
antic Asylum.
The Paducah Sun says:
Night before Iasi when freight train
No 281 arrived ie the Illinois Central
yards here, a nude new° was observed
on top of a coal car.
Hie strange settees and incoherent
•pesech attracted the trainmen to him,
a od at first they thought he was Only
abeut half fr• z He was thawed out
however, and it then developed that he
was demented.
He still rambled in his conversation
and all they could get out of him was
that name was Bill White and that
he had escaped from the Hopkiosville
Asylum. He could not tell where he
came from.
The trainmen furnished him with
elothing, and all day yesterday and last
night he sat about a fire in the woods
with his shoes off.
The polio* were notffed last night but
this morning he was still hugging his
small blaze rind incoherently mumbling
to himself.
Up to this afternoon the police bad
not taken him into custody.
REAL ESTATE DEALS. COMMITTEES
Sallie W Logan to Thos hf Braket '
tract of laud, 288 acres, near Kennedy,
JULIEN HURTING CLUB.
-
Christie' County Sportsman Will aye
Thin Week For Florida.
$4.140.
'Named By Mayor 14bney •Fenn' Tuesday's daily.
Wm. Gee to J. W Litchfield, tract of, Tuesday Night. I a large party of eportsunen, hews as i
, the Julien Hunting Club, will leave
I 
this city Thursday morning for Ponta I
land on Camp creek. WO
Jas, A Boyd and wife to John 0.
Barnes, inset of land OD Little river,
WO.
W. M Bronangh and wife to J. W.
Crews, tract of laud on Montgomery
creek, $1 2u0.
J. M. Fowler to John Wilson, house
and lot in Gracey, $60.
Mrs. Florenoe Young to J. Y. Goode,
tract of land on Sand Lick, PO.
Mrs. Lucy J Elgin to E H Cobb,
tract at land on East fork ut Little
River, $1,e37.
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
THE NEW OFFICERS
Qualify And Enter Upon
Duties-Bonds Ap-
proved By The
Council.
- 
From Tuesda'" lastly.
The city ct,uCuI held quite an inter-
esting session at lbs Ocunoil Ohattibe r
last night. I he m-eting was called by
Sessios-Ass by the Mayor for the purpose of reedy-
Dig and pas•ing upon the bonds of the
newly elected °Meer*, and attending to
other essential ditties incident to laanch-
ing the new administration upon its two
years voyage.
The bonds of John T. Ecimunds,treas.
tow; B. J Mathews, chief of paltee;
Jackson Tate, collector; W. S. B
oierk, were presented and approved atm
these officers then qualified and entered
upon their respective duties.
Mr. A. P. Orockett, city atterney,
presented his certificate of election,.
subscribing to the requisite oath of office
and was duly installed.
Bonds of the sit polinismrn •1 used at
the first regular meeting of the new
Board were presented and on motion,
approved, the efti ere haring entered
upon their duties yesterday. Mr Fears
who did not qualify with the rest on
'est Friday night, qualified at this
meeting,
The new council made a good begin-
ning by adopting an ordinance requir-
ing police officer" to wear uniforms aun
helmets, and preserve an appearance in
keeping with the dignity and reshousi-
bility of the positions they hold.
City Treasurer M. F. Crenshaw and
City Judge Buettner Leavell filed( their
reports which w er I accepted and?orderi
ed filed.
Mayor Dabney then anuouneed his
committees for the ensuing term Of two
years as foliows:
Finance and Purchasing Suplies -
Flack, West, Dalton.
Streets and Sidewalks.-Dalton, Frits
Flack.
Water and Light.-Tibbs, Dalton,
Fowright.
Fire Department -Fritz, West,Glase.
Oemetery.-West, Flack, Frits,
Bu:Idine Permits.-Dalton,
Fowright.
Workhouse.-H, W. Tibbs.
Pardon and Implisonmeut.-West,
Dalton, Fritz.
On motion Mayor Dabney was unani-
mously constituted the committee on
charity.
Council then aej iurned to
night when the regular monthly
will be held.
1
Convenes For Its Days'
gessoes Figures May Be Raised.
From Tuesday's daily.
The Hoard of N.:qoa,iz ition awe inhled
yesterday and will hold daily sessions
in the Asseseor's iffice daring ten days
including yerterday. All of the mem-
bers of the beard are present and the
Assessor's books are to be thoroughly
canvassed. It is Meted that property
in many instances wet be raised consid
erably above the figures given the me
senor.
After the ten days' Nen the Board
will adjourn for five daylr and then re-
assemble to hear complaints and grie•-
ances from citizens who think that they
have been assessed too high or raised
beyond reason by the Bard of Equaliza-
tion.
The seeond amnion will last five days
and all who have complaints will be
given a courteous hearing.
The Board is composed of she follow-
ing citizens:
W. F Garnett, 0. A. Brasher, Thos.
II Barker, Thor. L Most J. T. Walk-
er, W. R. Renshaw, Geo. N. Johnson.
SAID TO BE Al.UM POISONING.
Serious Case of Illness Reported From
the Use of Impure Baking Powder.
The toiscnipg of the Thomas family
of Thomas' Mill. Somerset Co ; four
members of which were reported to
have been made dangerously ill by im
pure baking powder used in mixing
buckwheat cakes. has been further in
vestigated.
The original can with the remainder
of the baking powder lett over after
mixine the cakes was secured by Dr
Oritchfield. The powder had been
bought at a neighboring country store
and was one of the low priced brands.
Dr Crud field said that the patients
had the symptoms of alum poi/scaling
As the same kind of baking powder is
sold in Many oily groceries, as well Re
canntry stores. Dr. Oritchtl-ld though;
it important that a chemicel examine
lion !should be mrde to determine its in
grechents He therefore transferred the
package of powder to Dr. 8 htll, of this
city, for analysis. Dr. Schill'a report
Is as follows:
I certify that I have examined chem
icatly the sample of  baking
powder forwareed to me by Dr °mete
field. The 'Tacitness contained alum
Dr Francis &mill, Jr , Analyst.
Alum is used in the n.anufactute of
the lower priced baking powders. Zr I.
a mineral poison, and for this reason
the sale of baking powders oontatuing
it is ii many cities prohibited.- J lens
itown (Penn Tribune.
$2.50 SENT FREE!
The Well Keene.' Physician and Specialist,
FRANKLIN MAUL IN 0 , LL. 8 , el
Chicago, wet seed $2 50 Worth of
His New and Comp am Treat-
ment Fres to tech of
Our Readers.
There never was a better opportunity
for persons suffering from diseases of
the nerves, brain, heart, liver, or evirce
ach to test, free, a New and Oomplete
freatment for these disornere. Dr
Miles is well known as a leading spec-
mallet in lbw diseases, and his lib •ral
effer iseertainly worthy of serious con
sideration by every efflicted reader.
This new system of special treatment
is thoroughly scientific and immensely
superior to the ordinary methods. It
°modals of several remedies carefully
selected to soil each individual case
and is the filial result of twenty-five
year. of very extensive research and ex-
perieuce in treating this class of iteor-
ders. It consists of a curative eezir,
tonic tablets, laxative pills and usually
a plaster, selected for each case. Exten-
sive statistics clearly, demonstrate tiled;
Dr. Miles' New Treatment is three
times as successful as the usual treat-
ment
T boosauds of remarkable testimonials
from prominent people will be sent upon
request which prove the doctor to be
une of the world's most successful phy•
Melanie
Col E. B. Spilemen, of the 9th United
States Reuters, ioested at San Diego, Cal.,
says: "Dr. Miles' Pipe. Is) Tresbment has
worked wonders in ma bon's case whi n ell
else failed. I had employed the best medi-
cal talent and had spent mem in so doing.
1 le nese he is a w .neerful specialist. I man-
alder It my duty to recommend him." -You
cured me of years of inheilted headacbe
and dizziness,' *rite. Trudge" 1,e-Wee.,.
Editor (*bleat° Tinies-Henv d ••1001 years
I bad severe trouble with mg stomach,
head, neuralgia. sinking spiel .s, end dropsy.
Your treetment entirei) cured die," writes
lion. W. A. Warren of James,own N. Y.
As all re-s''-re mar have
$2.50 wortn of treatment esp-cielly
adapted to their cases, I rr e, we wouoi
advt.e them to peed for it an mice. Ad-
cress DR. FRANKLIN 561Lite 5iv
Adams sir-ese, Univago. 23,3r
THE YEAR IN 10BACCO.
rids;
DEPUTIES QU 'JAY.
From Tuesday's daily.
Depose; liner if ti H Golay, Lucien
Barnes and 0 W. Barnes qualified for
She ensuing year yesterday.
- - -
RETIRING CHIEF'S REPORT.
ii
!Merest* Statistics Of 18t. From Po-
lice Record,
From Tuesday's daily
The annual report of Oapt.E.H Arm-
strong, retivng chief of police, for the
year ending Dec. 31, 1899, submitted to
the council last night, contains some in-
teresting statistics' relative to the reve-
nues from thief department of the city
government, from which the following
are token:
sr N -it IMP.' SAD.
January 50
February.. 
• • ..  
479 00
March .452 00
April  •••••• • • • 709 50
May.  ... . .... 498 00
June  559 00
July  4)4400
August..
September  940 0
October, ......L. . 624 00
November, • 2113 50
December   398 02
Total   $591602
Total Judge's cost for the year $658
rotal amount paid the city on flues,
$152784; dog tax, $127; old tine.,
Cell 90; 7ity potindk $26 65; city scaler,
18.00
Grand cash total of revenue from de-
partments under polioe jurisdiction,
$1,872 39.
Amount worked out sin work hone-.
g2e7,6 83; flues ouraf•nriStig, $607 85;
flees remitted. $810 50
HARNED•KING.
Th. Leighton (Ala.) News, in an el•
t eiclee notice of the asaeriege of Mr.
Harmed and Miss King, says:
Seldom if over has the historic old
Si 'nudist church at Leighton which
has Wit oiesioid the Union Of at) many
lovitig hearts, appeared lovelier tar been
toe er- u.. of a prettier weddieg than
'het ef t-r 'Ye' 1 .e. ley evening, when
lee ...0 g Fannie Pauli, e
, mitt !SI r Free rt170-
ti.y 1itri.e.i, of Ky , were
untied .it the altar be the etterahles
poet-, lt v Join 5 Devi". TLaideoor•
18“ One of the Most Prosperous Years s ..r c -der palm', and fernstwraph-
and' aroundwally 'V• , tie
V 
the alter were v ta•ty %hilt. 'a large
.w.eedhibnigagt;"«.11 of '-vita-greens'-vita-greens and mt'ee
suspended overhead seemed ready to
peel forth Ile merry greeting to the gay
n.. n
A attest many el•gaet presents were
received by the bride, attesting to the
fart thet she is a general favorite wi ere
ever chit is known.
May tbe new and sacred life upon
which this worthy young couple have
entered, so auspiciously begun, be su-
premely blessed with all that helps to
make life wofth ruby their love
grow 'stronger and aeons abiding, with
every passing hour; and at last when
the moment of earthly separation sr-
river, 'illy it be but the eutering in for
the OOP -soon to be followed by the
ether
-that real life above where they
a 111 lien, learn awl love and be con-
stantly eutolgethe, nr"booyfnentaernsiltly.po,esibility
In History of Local Market.
Soma int...rioting eompsrative figures
will be foend in tee aceompanyiug tab- ,
elated repot t of Mc Board of Inept ctors.
It shows that the year just past has ,
been one Of thimOst pro.perons seasons
that tee kcal tobacco market has ever
enjoyed, and the reCelpts, sales and
shipments nearly forty per cent in ex-
cess of last year's busieess.
It will be observed that very little of
the crop was left in the hands of the
warehousemen, about half the quantity
that remained over at the beginuing of
1899. The new crop is already b.gin•
to come in rapidly and the Hopkinsville
market will hold her own during 19'..)0.
The inspectors' report follows:
itwe
Receipts for past month .. In
tecelpts for Year lb$1111
MIMI for putt •
Stales for year
/Shipments for month. . Ve7
shipments or Year ...171i9
Stock on Sale  . . 139
stock Sold . .. .116
Block on Hand .......  
LW.)
.40•4.1‘•••' ,643 50
Gorda, Florida, where they will camp
several weeks and enjoy the best hunt.
log and fisting that the Peninsula State
affords The club is composed of the
following gentlemen:
Robt. Stowe, Dudley Stowe, Mat
Adams, Thos W Long, Hilliard Dal-
ton, Monroe Dalton, Late Posies, Dr.
H G Sights, J00. Twytuan, Rev. W.
K Piper, B. A Stowe and Isaac Gar-
rott
ATTORNEY DOUGLAS BELL
The professional card of attorney
Douglas Bell, appears elsewhere in this
Issue of the nay Era. Mr. Bell is a re-
cent acqnieition to the local bar, and is
one of the best qualified young attor-
neys who offers his professional services
to the people of this county. Born and
reared in Christian county, with the
prestige of • large connection and wide
popularity, his proopects for a success-
ful career are flattering in the extreme
Mr. Bell is a young man of fine educa-
tion and and superior business capacity
and graduated from the law department
of the University of Virginia. His of-
fice is in the Summers building,over the
Royal Dry Goods Oompany.
QUARTERLY REPORT
-lip THIPI -
CITY BANK,
AT THE cLOsit OF BUSINESS ON THE
THIRTIETH DAY or DECEM-
BER, 1/109.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts, lees loans to
Di rte. tors  sietelle 61
Overdrafts, secured  L641-64
Overdrafts, unsecured 147 45I
Due from Natiouat.Banks 1198,811$.01
Due from State Banks anal
Bankers MI,116
Banking House and Lot,  Lew oe
Other Steal Estate . 1,046 78
U bonus    1110511.1 t.10
Other Stocks and Bonds . WOO 00
Specie   117,785 81
Currency. DAM so
Exchanges for Clearings. 1.45551 11,888 62
..••••••
ept.t't Oe
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid in. In cash . 0004)111. 
Surplus Fund
•st to check ton. 1148:06170 uu4°11:
Uti!pdsividited. .Purbuifie.ct
which interest is not paid . VAR is
Fund
dpait tl&siiiiditetiodpas y tax"...... . .. 4a, oxi
Revenue stamps
k7,7-5 OP
STATIC or KgarTUICKY,
COUNTY OF CHZIT1AN,L
W. T. Tandy, Cashier of City , • bank
located and doing business at No N. Male
• . In City of HopkInsvIlle in said unty,be-
lug duly sworn; says that fore-
going report is in all respec • true
statement of the e01.411flons o be said
&busk, at the close of business the
da -of December,OSS, to the best is know-
lodge and twIlef; and further that the
business of said Bank has been nsacted
at the location named, and not esewhere;
and that the above report is m4 in com-
pliance with an °filet& notice esdved from
the Secretary of State designe.% the at,
Oenday of December, , as the 
d 
n whoa
mien report shall be made
W. T. TANDY&11143r.
NGK. B. LO, tor.
C.A. fit NY* pit Dirt•CtOr
W. T. TAN DI PlribetOr.
Subscribed and sworn to bepre me by W.
T. Tandy. Cashier, on the lsgday of Jan-
uary. 19 O. JAIL A. 1,1 Se, J r.
4r. C.C.
My commission expires Ja ry 99, 1902.
-
QUARTERLY F'PORT
-OF THE-,
Bank of tiopinsville
AT THE CLOSE OF 1181241188
DECEr1BER 30.1, 1899-
RESOU RC
Loans and Discounts, less ns
to directors t281.166 06
Overdrafts Unsecured. We ID
Due from National Bank.?lt pli 48
Due from State Banks 
and 
.
Bankers I 76 52 iti 14.5 Oe
Banking House and Lot... - 10.000 00
Other real estate 6.114 00
U. M. Bonds 20B 00
OtherStocks and Bonds.. 118,600 00
Specie ,e11 4 44
Currency.... .3,1 00
Exchange for Clearings A% es
Stamp Account
LIABILI
Capital Stock paid in, in ems
Surplus Fund 
Undivided profits  
Deposits subject to check
ion which interest is
not paid . $210,
Time Certificates of de-
pot t (tot hich in-
terest is not paid) 61. 271,940 74
Due National Banks.. $ 26
Due St ie banks and
Banker, . 79 6,589 04
Dividends Unpaid 650 00
Dividend No. en this day, 4 4.1551 00
STATE OF HILNTUOIY,
COUNTY OF CliftlidTi
J. E. McPherson, Cashier
kinsville,a bank located an
at No.9 Main street, in the
vine in said county, being
that the foregoing report is
true statement of the co
Bank, at the clirile of busin
of D ee otwr letill,to [behest
and belief ; and further
nese of said bank has been
location named, and not el
the above report is made In
an official notice received
tary of State designating
Deceintrer,idat, as the day o
port shall be Made.
J. E. McPn
Hexer C.
W. T. Fowl.,
C. if. &Veit
Subscribed and sworn to
McPherson, the ft day of J
J. P.
Notary 1
1316,190 15
nk of Hop.
ng business
I Hopkins-
sworn, says
1 respects a
on of said
the/101h day
knowledge
I the bust-
acted at the
re; and that
Hance with
the Seers-
80th day of
ich such re-
Cashier.
Director.
:11 rector.
tor.
me by J. E
ry. MUD.
EN,
C. C.
QUARIERLY PORT
-OFTH
PlantersSank
AT THE LLA)Sh
DECEI1BER .31, 1899.
RESOU RC
.
Loans and Discounts:lien:8 to
Directors)   a. ...$110.144 DI
Loans to officers 4.7131A1
Overdrafts, unsecured it .. en h
Due from National Ranks ki is
Due from etate Ranks ,
and 'Witten  949 71
Other Real Estate 
Specie. Cul rency and Stehle Ki.r
('heart tags • • . • .. 81,002 TS
Fund 0 . say taxes . ... 1,100 91
Furniture and Fixtures .. .. . Lass dr,
Stmulp ACCattat ...   • .... Of OD
LIABILIT1'
Capital Stock paid In, in
Surplus Fund ...
Deposits subject to !bee
interest is not paid).
Unpaid Dividends.
/STATIC OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY or ('Hail?!
John B. Tries, Cash).*
bank located and d
Main street, in the
geld county. being d
foregoing report is
statement of the co
the eine. i,f bubilieb
1410, 10 the lulu of
and further stip.
Bank has been t
11111111ed, itml a. it t.
above report In in
Onlehlil nutlet. rec.-
of State d.'.Igiiiii I
Mee, as t he tiny
shall he made.
Surverlbed anti
B. Trice on the
I it A
Condens
17.507 PO
LAW Pe
'IMMO!
550,61)00'
'hich
. 
Woo ou
V865 17
90.0 
$895,190 18
ew 9,4.0000D
Id 6,0uu
10,000 00
6010
Is emmtialk a blood disease. The
blood Is tad by the relhalliMen Of
acid poisons, which alma all the
tZnirlducing the most excraciat-abasoka and Mims of the
his pain. The maierity of people
when stricken with Rheuinatism, im-
redlatitfgexternil &smile-01ft -
xesert_tp the 1110 Of reme-
aunts, ointments, electricity etc--
trying to reach the terrible _pain
through the skin; but the mistake of
such treatment is apparent when we
remember that the disease is in the
blood and can only be cured by a
thorough course of B. B. B. (Swift's
Specific). This great remedy, by its
solvent properties, neutralizes t h•
uric acid person and
torces it out of the system through the natural channels,
thus curing permanently. S. B. S. has worked wonders
in CURES of Inflammatory Rheumatism.
Mrs. Eleanor T. Jewel. of 166 Cliff St . Roxbury Wald.. WWI badly
afe'ete1 with inflammatory rheumatism that she was nn•bis to
walk. The pain was intense. rn Ygiel &II a prescribed but Rave no **-
lief. Condition grew worse until pains bread over her entire body,
and from November until March she altered untold agony. Mae
tried many remedies but none relieved her until, upon advice of •
friend. she began using S.a.e. (fiwifee SNeciflei. not. however.entil
her guardian, a prominent chemist. bad mad. a thorough anely•ts
of the medic ne and pronounced it free from potash or mercury. She
continued the treatment for worionthe rid was permanently cured.
S. S. S. CURES RHEUMATISM.
r. E. S. Mahoney, president Steam end Eleetris Railway lb
Aimielation. of nos clerk ve.. St. Louts, Mo.. writes: "A
few montlisagol Madan attack of Mama remainatbmairldre.
though mild at first, became gradually se in that I Wait tag
weeks unable tl walk, 1 tried several prominent playgirls:as, but
was unable to obtain the slightest relief The pain spread over my
entire body, and for six months I suffered agony. I tried man/
patent medletnei.but none relieved me. I then derided to try 5.4.5.
and felt so much better If (tor taking two bottles. that 1 dantlanild
the remedy. and in a short ti me I was cured completely. The ears
well permanent. for I have never ranee had a touch of rhanialidbialle,
though many times exposed to damp and cold weather.'
There are so many cases of this disabling disuse air
we have So many requests for information concerning
its nature, cure, etc., that-we have just issued a booklet
which will prove of inter-st to every sufferer. We wish
to give this special treatise as wide a circulation as possible. will mud
copy to any addrass, and invite tbe correspondence of the
Addrree THE SWIFT SPBCYFIC CO.. JAMUL Go,
NIMItttlfrtrItIfttMtrtttrt
E OUR• •
PIATTINGS
Like Our Other Merchandise 1
E Has Individuality,
$tylc and Quality
FE
1
E NO. 5, MAIN STREET. a
E Hopkinsville, - - - Kv. I
Hiltillilliltilltitiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
That You Do Not Find Else-
where in Hopkinsville.
OverFifty
Patterns. a n
Choosing
Very Easy.
EllrWe ask no advance in price
over last season. Most of them are
about the same; a few numbers are
a little lower.
Gant & Slayden
tiaa NIL oat •••• wad •••,•hl• saigeLW
tangent, sung et ass rabies *MM. ay Watt!. O. 11...ekiert
issenstaa. You can examen, at y our maned Onolgiat
ead It yDa end It timidly as represewled, equal to oresseil.
Mtall M Se $190.80, the 'meas.:meals° youirror mow awe
tar better tuan orsanamnforased try allows at more nometijo4
do freight agent ear spread 90 days' need peke, $3 1.75,
or $30.15. mid freight charm.
11175 IS DOR SPECIAL 10 DAYS' NICE
eft, 4 499861111
1 Set Ott Saw 11
esasatilliaseeRstan, I el
WM.. 1 sstalt rteerees
led Void.. 'Ink: RCMP. Ql. KEN ac•
e ...Warmed aara I Ream n btch are only
• e ..n lot „ t grade strueenta; St•rd with Raw
rotel imq.!mr sea is. hs_s4, 31ri hers Ln ire ASP,
mosiNtrtv, r.,141,,e• of rabher r loth,
4.....e..sont OM Unapt ther in velem V
it I L' ut'lltEN ir. foreetere seil.a I, all twee
iala ',tem la mir.ur, eleael Hated liefal memoir,
vs. trety m Down, 
w
lall.r0Stlaael, al. tavola! fry. a
a.. „„ 
..••••sti.
„,......, sad Y best. pm, realties 
5.4p.1155.4.tUARANTEED..
 2S YEAR ..,;',a',7,',',:,1"11,,,,
..-et ..,e,... 111-41me repeat i-dvanter, el' ItA•
-/...• SAW ei,,Kilaldde .it 4 sireyw ary ;art sisal ofel
-le 1 et..0.1*. it e.e..r.aarre. Ign It Mail mach and
.. ,1 rafbiel yer.i el wry tr ,........ in,t see•-.e.. •
•I, • .-I eas of 11.... ai .. a •M• .. • 1 ..0 • 131 ,.. fY1.1Y.
.efrar If Al' 0Nele. 041117 8111.1VST.
OUR RELIABILITY IS ESTABLISHED Ifars,
...r "..it elm es me your mietteor isheatus.write
Me yoviltaer of Info paperer tietroporMan National I
look, or corn airbus". Mat. hoot. Calamdat or riereiria Kseastims Inn% Wm Twit wrong sidemadise
,o I blow°. Ve bleUreoliel of sew • tea we. os. oeroips weft sae of the lawmen • is0.-...,e 
' 
- owl ereclov Money t. 1.--+Fita la par ,,,, ,., i..,,k...., er me. AT *MNand eipliTM elidezdamp; also aearytairtir IS enuyea1 i mammals at i orm.t weeder** . Write ter tree asselal
mad teralcal lostetouenteetraMme Marra, (Mem hews" • (.,. me ftereaday ratable."
Lege Owe
arden
  
prim Wow
10 .1 eddies. leech am offer era. tamer mode hefty,.
THE seven QUEEN is one et Um Iowa P Itt •LILIMIP swam
noirismen ear imde. was the illustration shown, widish
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DEALERS IN PURE
FIELD SEEDS
AND ONION SETS.
Clover, Timothy, Orchard Grass, Kentucky
Bluegrass, Red Top, WINK,
Alm lutscturers Agents ler Etc., Etc.
FARM IMPLEMENTS.
Nos. I 0 arid 138 Second St., LOUISVILIAte
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MOM DAY To DAY.
Tama 18 A. beef famine in the
Kiesdike, meat selling at 91 per
 Pound
And game is soems.
NEARLY OM VESSELS of 157.811
gross tonsage, wets built Ingle trawl
Stases (saying *spear 1899.
IT IS STATED that the prospects for
the tobacco trade and industries for MO
are brighter than they have ben for
many years mut
THE CZAR EIA8 raised his vows for
peace again, sod deelores "the moo
stroos drake a she nations in the
imalder otiosv.,1 armaments
=no ...•••-
ORLANDA Sr/MUM OF Ottaw-
as, It., heitheade a 00 VI weld's recoto
in a usaptiettioa !Imola rue. Meths.
was 130 II.
HENRY CRAWS SAYS the business
at the costalgy lis is the moss 6 nueithing
condition ot oar history and oontinueu
prosperity is assured.
WHILE THE STA re Deparlinent is
am reedy SO make public the replies
mowed in its Negotiate:7ns for amazing
a continued open door pcnicy la Chins,
it is keel's that favorable responses
have been received from Great Britain,
Fran*, Germany, Rasta. and Japan.
TREOU 111 'THE INFLUENOZ of
the League of Ammiess Wageless a
Mil alogiepetalisar $11.0$0.000 ha the
esashreselee of improved .highways
throughout the Uslemipates. will be
tneredaoed In Ossarses.
• DISPATCH PRO dr Waollasetas
says skas eserstar7 &PS has loam
messares to break in. corner I. hemp
by ordering the Arts in the Phffippines
to be °peaked as moan pmeotteable.
THE TOTAL GOLD prodeolian in
She liaised States daring the 'slender
year of NM wew$7EJNE.170. as lacrosse
ever 1888 of $8,11141,870. The nivel: pro-
damns for 1899 was $74,414,06, an is-
otherm of $4,040.211.
FARMERS THROVGHOUT THE
Inn say they have *ever experienoed
so math difficulty is keeping apple,.
The loag warm spell caused theta to rot
till some have lose all they have put up.
THE OITY 00UNOIL is to palm on
*equation of whether or not the mem
hiss of the Bowling Green military
esemany, who went ta war and were
Mann from the city January 1. shall
PaY poll ton-
—
THEITIIP3RT8 OF American *bac
on into Japan in 1894 amounted to 8,-
961.715 pounds, and were valued at
nearly $486,000. It was used chiefly in
In the manufacture of cigarettes.
COMMISSIONER GENERAL MM,
of the United States Commission to the
Paris Exposition, issued a list of oons•
mord& exhibitors of America, num-
bering 1,096 persons'. fi,tos and corpora-
THEruND FOR the relief of the
within of N.J. GOD. Lawton already ex-
ceeds 00 000. Of this, $44 122 has been
eilleistly reported to AO'. General Oor-
bin.
THE HON. W. J. BRYAN, is to be in
Frankfort Jan. 18, to witness the elec-
tion of the Hon. J. 0. & Blackburn to
the Federal Senate. He will deliver an
address to the Gesso" Assembly.
THE REUNION the Third Ken-
tacky regiment will more than likely
he held in Bowling Green on June G.
At a recent mania' of the boys who
went to OniwareassIga of the regiment
was diamond, and a committee will be
named in the near future to correspond
with all the ex soldiers. Ool J. T.
Smith was present, and says the renn
Ion is a sure go.
BALLOTING FOR MEMBERS of
the Beemrd of Tobacco laspeolore main-
nes, says a Clarksville despalleh. Up to
adj osrantent yesterday skew
124 ballots taken, T. L
en
lag
elected yesterday. He lives at Elton,
Ky., and has served as inspector before
Monday W. F. geckoes and A. F.
Smolt woes reelected. The elegtoral
comistinion from the Tobacco Board of
Trade. composed of eleven buyers and a
like number of warehouse representa-
tives, met at 10 o'clock this 'fit rooms,
sod balloting for the Retraining mem-
bers of the B )arti of Inspectors wise is
snored. Taerele a dardlock on. and
there is no tett Hie hew fie will be broken.
Perhaps a dark horse may win.
FOUR HEARTS BEAT AS TWO.
Twit Chastise Camay Caspies Married
le Clarksville.
Wednesday's Clarksville Leaf-Ohroni
Cl. sure:
This afternoon at 1 :26 o'clock 'Squire
Z. Smith was Galled to Mrs. Cobb's
boarding house to perform the marriage
*areaway tee sere good looking eueles
from HopkinuillS. They were H H
B6,0kiey and Wes Johnnie Gamble, and
R. A. Fuller and Mies Lane A Crabtree
They demonstrated that they are sensi-
ble am well as good looking by coming to
a city to get married and by employing
Olarksvolle's "marryia( 'Sqoire" to tie
the knot. Long may they prosper. 
STAFF0e1FICERS.
Rat. (leg. Pares. of Cesbderate Vele-
Nis, Mabee APPolotaesti—Lialt.
Cgdisel Thee. AL Barker.
— —
Dr. J. 11. Peyote, of Richnicod, M a-
)nr Gummi Ownsianiing the Keotucky
division truised Oonteditraie Veterans.
bas announced the followiog appoint.
mints on his staff:
Ool. Beanett H. Young, Louisville,
Kr., A ijutant General sad Patel' of
Staff.
Leen Oa James R. Roger.. Parts,
Kr., Assistant adjutant Genera/.
Liens Col. Henry George, Wing°.
Hy, Maputo, general.
Lieut. Col. George P Taylor. Nichol-
Ky thief Qtsrtermaster.
Latest. Oel. Jobs W. Gross, Louisville
Cy, skid commissary.
Lissa. Oa. James H. Basalrigs,
Frankfort. Ky. Judge advocate general.
Col. John A. Lewis, Georgetown,Ky, 
chief surgeon.
Lieut. Ool K N. OoLLi.r Oynthiana.
Ky., chief of artillery.
Col. Leland Hathaway, Winchester.
Ky., chief of ordnance.
lAeat. Col. Father Thomas 8. Major,
Frankfort, KiikOhaplain.
Lieut. Col. Thomas N. Barker, Hop-
kinsville, chief engineer.
Lieut. Cloi. C. D. Pattie, Richmond,
Ky., chief paymaster.
Aides-de-Oamp-Maj. Henry Taylor,
Carlisle. Ky., Maj. J. D. Bryant, Hu-
rodeberg, Ky.
The next national reunion of the On-
federate Veterans will take place at"
Louisville. in May, Iltheil these newly
appointed officer' will be szen at the
front of the parade.
TB R BATTLESHIP KENTUCKY
will he ready for ria is a few weeks
ant will be toeinsiewtoned st the New
York navy yaro. Three offi •ers have
been dasoced los duty Oa borrd the
Kentucky They are °apt 0. M. Oh•-a-
ter, wee will command the battleship;
lAteatmeaut Commander Karl }Cohere,
the eteentove i !Boer, and Limit Marti'.
Bevriligton. wee wiii be at One head of
sae eueitie-r depas (ellen t.
--
TLIERE VC ILL be, no more Indians
overshoot.) to I are their reseriestioue for
ke i o Ideas zh betion pa pos-s They
Dial iree• Imre the women, of easeindten
baresafor abaft eV tbillteo, fate 11 be
sou, oh- iii showing the progress of
I, deou *deceive. The day of the de-
partment'. lt 'W IUDs Lallans to be let/
for Wad West -hoses *le ailettaagel re hi •
ps••. it rotteorii 5 - obeli ,iii,,,. twin, 1
of wino would dlee-is in eml)iisA.'.c "h.,
bog oreeewiiie conform to tsre curl z d
wefts' bit for th• do ar• win I at•to tb-re
ailit to dung ening tea ,reor posterns'.
ALL AT THE SAME PLACE.
Week al Prayer Services Will Be Held at
Minh Street Presbyteries Church.
The pastors' association of the city
have arranged a program for the week
of prayer which begins Monday even-
ing, the 8th inst.
Instead of the services alternating
from house to house they will be held at
the Ninth Street Presbyterian cOuroh
This arrangement is a good one
There will be no mistakes about the
pace of meeting The change insures
a comfortable house every evening, as
there will be continuous fire in it, and
this church is capitally located.
The services will be conducted as
usual by the pastors of the respective
churches of the city.
Oise & Garner's Wild Goose Lint
meet cures rheumatism and neuralgia
raglan THE SPOT. At all druggist
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THZOOMPARATIVIISTATEbitirr
of grits and net aornmoto of rho L and
N. for November arid for the tie..
mouths beginning July 1 mates a
splendid shown*. for November and for
goo nee teoutha begiiinieg July I makes
a api.ndid showing for the mansoge-
meta. For she month of November She
roes .aritings were 52.461,111. an in-
arrow, of $1918 118; am ineseue $94,380
F, r five mouths the gross servings were
$11,761 411, inereue $1,924,102 The
set VW ease in fl•a mon th•
.46 The p:•nportttai of eve use, to ors
ars nes woe 65 13 pee pent compered
with 0667 per ogee IS Mb. The 'how
gm:Immo., grit maple by the
/ 4
!OYAIL
Be:iking Powder
Made from pure
:artar.
deguards thf.t food
against alum,
Alum takitrar pertee- _ , „
ineneCcre
dues Prat. "II •
1
itemOVE TO HOPPER BLOCK.
Attornev Luken Brasher and Conine.
Die W. H Wert have removed their of-
11,* front Webber street to the °minor'.
loos °film room in the Hopper 131
adjoining Oaths & On.
BOARD OF TRADE.
TehecCo Mes Meet Asd Elect Officers—
The Market.
The annual meeting of the Tob woo
Board of Trade for the purpose of elect-
ing officers sod traceacting ether to, I.
NA of importance connected well the
ofianisation, was held yesterday, there,
Wog a full attendance of member,.
Moen were elected as folios s
President, Net Gaither.
Tiogieestdent. J. H. Bggleton.
lisomed Vita President, John Chap-
P•1116
Ssoitary and Treasurer, W H. Fax.
,n.
The Committee of Reclamation' is
aompoOld of E. M. Flack, J. H. Eggle-
ion, LI Cooper, N. H. Tandy, the
two forint representing the buyers and
the lategthhe warehousemen. The other
commit* remain intact.
The et opened this week with the
first sale the year on the new crop,
grown The demand was good
for ev log on sale.
There a full attendance of buyers
and bidd was quite tpinted, prices
ruling
There no good tobuccl on side, as
@elites w to see the strength of the
market on e common and medium
grades
The on is good for this market to
do the non mount of business this
year Qa ons follow:
LUGS
Oommou  $8 00(it 8 60
Medium
Good 
List.
Ociasmon  .$ 5 00(46 60
Medium  6 50(67 00
Good  . none t &red
$6O@400
4 600 6 00
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MUSICAL DEPARTMENT
Of Bethel Female College Moved To New
Building.
The music department of Bathe' Fe-
male College has beet, moved to the
ommodions annex which forms the left
teg of the building. The new build-
oig bas three Monet, and seven large,
comfortably heated music rooms are on
the first floor. These apartments are
well ventilat. d and equipped with elec.
trio lighter and all con•eniencies.
Those who contemplate taking a mu.
sicial course are invited to call and ill-
opect the rooms and pianos and to talk
with Miss Grinithaw, this director of
the mesioal department of the institu-
tion.
There are now fifty pupils in the de.
pertinent. T e o aocomplished teacher.
give their endive ed attention to those
woo take. mufti° at the college.
0.-ORIOUil SiMeita
Comes from Dr. D. B Cargile, of
Washita, I. T. He writes: "Four bot-
tles of Electric Bitters has cured Mrs
Brewer of scrofula, which had tansenn
her great self,ring for -years. Terrible
&ono wool(' brook out on her head ano
mace, laud the b-at doctors could give re
help; but her cure is camplete and bet
health is excei'eut." This shows what
thousands have proved,-that Electric
Bitters is the Mot blood purifier known
lts,the snerame remedy for eczema, set
tar, salt rheum, ulcer., boils and rt.n•
ning sores. It siia.nlates liver, kidney•
mud tome's, expels poison, helps digee
flour, build. up the strength Onle 50.
Sold by L. L. Elgin's, 0. K. Wyly's, R
0. Hardwick, J. 0. Coeit end Anderson
& Fowler, druggists. Guaranteed.
From TIttirsdny'r• mini I y.
LUTHER MORRIS DEAD-
A Popular Young Man Succumbs To
Consumption.
_
Luther Morrie, son of Mr. R. A. Mor-
ris, died last night, at the home of his
father, on Elm street. Mr. Morris wrie
a victim of consumption. He had been
ill at intervals for more than two year.
past, the insidoin4 malady preying up
on the streegth of bin young manhood
ani compfiiirg him to abandon his
lucrative trade. His death a as not tiu•
expected but it is none the less tad.
Mr. Morris leaves a young wife and
Little child, to whom the sympathies of
he community are extended. The to.
neral services were held at the residence
of Mr R A. Morris, on Elm street at 2
o'c:ork this afternoon and the body wes
laid to rtot in Hopewell cemetery.
A a ran v% DIM
Hall's terms Dtsoovery.
One email intle of Hall's Great Dis-
ocvery cure all kidney acid bladder
woobleo, remove" gravel, cures diabetes,
as asinel e7/1...ton, weak and lame back,
rimumatieru 'tad oll irregularities of the
tod.neys and bladder in both men and
women. Regulates bladder trouble in
teldren. If m t sold by year druggist,
erill to tent by ma on receipt of $1.
One small hest is two month's treat-
ment, aria *ill ears any ostee above
riaAptroll..1 E. W. HA
Sole manufacturer, St. Louis, Mo.,
°many Waco, raise.
Sold oy T D. Arvoletead i
flopkinstrtlie, Ky
READ THIS.
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 17, 1969.
I have for yeara been a s aft-rev from
kidney and bladder troubles; I have
tried all remedies that I enuld find, and
had almost given up all hope of ever
getting relief, until I tried Hall's Great
Discovery. I am now using it and feel
like a new man. It. effete is wonder.
f al. G. W. WILLIAMS,
Aos't Chief Pctice.
LAW FIRM DISSOLVED.
—
The firm of Feland and Wilkinson has
been dissolved by mutual consent, and
each of the able young attorneys wil.
practice his profession alone. Mr. Wil-
Innaon has opened offices in Court Row.
rear of ('ourt House. Mr. Felaed will
retain the appartme. Is in the Hopper
blf,ck
NOTES ABOUT lAtOPLC
v CHOOSING
From Thursday's dully
Dr. H. H. Wallace, who has been
quite sick for several days, is again up
and able to resume his professional clu-
tter.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Waller have
raker' rooms with Mr Bowles, on Ninth
street.
Oounty Attorney Otis W1111111, of El-
ton, is in the city on professional bust
uees.
Miss Belle Moore will leave this even.
ing for Olarksvilie, where she wi I visit 
relatives.
COMMITTEE
(8PICIAL TO IrsW ERA)
FRANKFORT, KY., JAN. 4 -IN
THE SENATE FRAZER AND AL-
LEN, DEMOCRATS, AND OREN•
SHAW, 1-0PULIST, WERE OLOSEN
.MEMBERS OF THE CONTEST
CO3dMITIEE.
THE HOUSE RECESSED UNTIL 8
O'CLOCK WI CHOU r SELECTING
D. L. Lander, of Pembroke, is at the COMMITTEEMEN.
Phoenix.
Chas. Holman, of Nashville, is at the FRANKFORT, Ky., .16n 4 -The
Phoenix.
Misses Matey and Sally Jones, of
Jburch Hill, are shopping in the tidy.
J. T. Moore, W. R. Lynn and J. L
Peters, of Evansville, ..re guests at the
Albeit).
Williem Irving, of Nashville, is a
midst the Latham
A. E. Vasbury and W. H. Williams,
if Louisville, are registered at the Lim
than. ,
of Princeton, is is the
Lath am.
J. Hoffidert, of St. Louis, is stopping
at the Latham.
Jas. M. Carsey, of Clarksville. is a
gust at Hotel Latham.
Andrew Bennett, ot Topeka, is at the
Latham.
CASE OF SMALL PDX.
A New Health Bird Appointed By Dr.
McCormack.
Lewis Brown, a colored oreecher
whose home is in this City, but who hae
been preaching in Webster aid Union
oonnties, is tufferiug from email pox
fie returned from Shoughtersville a
week ago and immediately took his bed.
Dr. Harned, who treated many oases
during the late small pox scare, diag-
nosed the case and pronounced it email
pox. This is the only case reported and
there is absolutely no occasien for
alarm.
Dr. McCormick, Secretary of the
State Board of Health, has appointed a
new county board, the members of the
o d baerd having tendered their resig-
nation.
The new Board is composed of Drs
Austiu Bell, of Bell Station, end Drs.
Thomas and Jackson, of this city They
have organized and taken measures to
prevent any spread of the disease.
MONEY TO LOAN-On rood real
ettale security. Apt ly to
Murtha Worm & Pos.
joint committee ,Ahtoll will hear the evi-
dence la the Goebel-Taylor and Black•
buneldarshall contests, for Governor
and Lieutenant Governor, is being form.
ed today in the Senate and House.
As the law provides, the members of
the committee are being drawn by
There will be three Senators and
Representatives on the committees.
The drawieg will not be finished
late, .0fternoon.
At eleven o'circk this morning the
custooiana of Is x No. 559 from the safe-
ty vault of the Louisville I rust door
pally appeared before the Franklin
county grand jury.
The bex is believed to centain the
t4,500 alleged to have been offered Sen-
ator Harrell by John Whellen as a
bribe.
The oontonts of the Mite her doubtless
been examined by the jury, but as yet
has not been disclosed to the public
— --
John H. Whallen appeared before
Magistrate Thompson at Fraelifort yes
trrolay and was held over in bond of
510,000 to answer before the grand jury.
NOTICE TO THE FARMERS.
10000 pounds live poultry wanted. On
Tuesday, Jan. 9th, 1900, we will pay for
large, fat poultry, the following prices:
Turkey hens, fat, per pound 615n
Turkey toms, old and young, per
pound, 5c
Fowls, fat, per pound. Sc
Bring all your produce, such as eggs
hoiro, poultry, fore, etc , to us on above
date and receive logheiet market price
for same No poor, scale.. ag
stock wanted at any price Poultry
rand be fat and free of feed If you
have aoy furs it will pay yeti to bring
them to nr, as the fur merket is oretty
high and the indications are that it will
take a Si; drop in the next two wee
Ohio Vail ,y Pro., Co ,
per H. 0. Jean,
Hopkiroville, K
Wiley & Parker's old stand,
Ninth St., near L & N depot.
JUST WHAT YOU WANT IN
DRY GOODS
Of All Kinds at
9r, ivi. arcow-E;.
My stock of silk alio woolen Dress Goods is large a
well assorted and always the best at lowest prie04.
Men's White anti Colored Shirts, Men's Underwealr,
Ladies' Underwear, Children's Umit:rweisr, Muslin Under-
wear, Blankets, White Gloves, ,Handkerchiek,
Neckwear, Towebt, Linen Damask Nit • ',ins. Hosiery, etc
It Will Pay You to Get My Prices Before Buying
Jackets, Capes, Collarettes!
I have made a big cut on all my Jackets, Capes and
Collarettes. I have a few Jackets and Capes carried from
last season, will sell at half price and some at less than at
half price.
CARPETS! - CARPETS!! Just received a nbw line of
carpets. Can show you the largest and best assorted stock
of Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Linoleums and Oil Cloths in
the city. Call and see them. Respt.,
T. 11 JONES. I.
Main Street, Hopkineville, 14.
Nice Line Perfumes and Toilet Articles.
GE:ziogar9101111111111111121=liar
Ile who by the ow would thrive, must cilium hold or drive!"
'Tis the FRANKEL nerve that d
Mid-Winter Sale of
JACKETS, WRA
AT
HALF PRI
Wont Last Long at That Pi*
Dont miss the only opportunity of Alit ar.
Guile at once; the lot is small. Resr:; el
you get pick and choice. ;tit
None Reserved.
tea
Lento.' Fier. ran Jaekete. milk
Steen throughout. regale,
mere *20 00
Now $10.
Linnet' aolt.r Made Tan Jeri
ere 51-tmar'5 ••••ttin tined
th• n.reunt regular pri.
CM 50.
Now $9 25.
Mert• an
t, 01.01.41 yr V I .551
ler, Monie•nOlv 'teem, rIst
boo $12 50 Tonne ate
att.- It, 
Regula, price
Now ' 6 25
Venn sises in Brown and
Ii,, t• • •• ••• hi
Matti .1.ett 5., tavOlow
pr $ul HO
Now $5 00.
4 r 6 F,, gr,rit 131 sek and Glo•
bl.ce K r ens Jacket.
event -r r re $7 50
Now at $3 78
4011■........1Aaara.......0.Mg..44.4..1
A FEW ONLY
Ladies Mush Capes
at HALF PRICE
Eigheter.rt.nca s a 4 
to 8 year. old,
your Oise
For $2 50.
It's the FRANKEL
hat does it- —
SHOE AND LEA
&cleansing Doty.
AREA FEW SRO
SPECIALS:.
88 Pair ado.. The% r
ci 4n,%
.A(1 math r itps,
iale pri te $1
.rnr. Oil Groin
listra He"
oak, price $1 5
K ingeren Soei".
Bale Price $12
A FULL
Stock of Ove
shoes ALWA
on band.
Our Great
MIDWINTER
SALE!
will be launch-
ed TUk-_ -.DAY
morning onthe
expect ant pub-
hi We propose
to put Such a
price on our
left-over win-
ter gotidu as to
UNDER-
WEAR AT
REDUCE
PRICE
make econo-
mical, money-
saving people
dance with
joy. Scan your
eyes o'er these
reductions St
then follow
the crowd. •
fillr"THE HUSTLING STORE"Jfia
Frankel's.
'Tis the Frankel nerve that does it.
Suits! CLOTHING' Over-coats!
r in mied our stock is new and fresh No
goods oil our shelves and counters. But in the afat
out.of-tyl,1 or shelf worn goods Or fire-dam
of advancing prices on all woolen goods we propose
to show out *qtr. citu ion to our customers and
friends for their last iatronage and give their' bet-
ter and bigger haittns than ever in 1900
One-Fourth 1 One-Fourth
OFF. 
off 
OFF.
And some for less Your pick and choice of any
Man's or Boy's Suit or Overcoat. Nothing ie-
erved.
1 is the FRANKEL nerve that does it.
Mid-winter Sale of
FURS! LADIES' FURS!
Collarettes & Collars
At- -- -
HALF PRICE
Don't Kiss This Sale
'Of the Finest Furs ever shown in Hop.
kinsville.
Only About 20 Collarettes
itit:! I'll.t the co nt%-r. It wi,1 pay you to see
L dies earize-eze C .2 it it.
o' Electric seal mud it
with head and till, Satii
lined, former 415 00,
Now $7 50.
1 Beautiful K.iiromer Collat•
tote i•h Feminist-1'e aio
Plaid T. Mote L Ion
tilt' titter $24 5o
Now $11 25.
I G., ut m„,.% lowpool farmer toll a
SIN 00.
Now $9 00.
I 'III i,t• 0msdiii,m Mini
ow«, M erti,, e gel win
S 111Ittor‘
m. r prior $20 ( 0,
Now $1000
Klemm- Seal, lee gant gas'.
fy, Red Fiatin lined. w th 4
gado, tartati• gle Si',
Now $8 25.
Electrin Seals with Pet-i.
• Yi keit, tong 1.6,-, r•
tails, former nrie Cl lit)-
Now $7 60 ,
I Electric Sea' with Mertft
iv.acis. hitt. and clawe,• Tab
L A LE-I r Emira Long gabs
form-r to: ce 525 00,
Now $12 50
On y A FEW
of the leading
Qu4lity and
. Style.
'ft. the FRANKEL NERVE
'hat do-s it 
Mid Winter Sale,'
—()F—
BOYS McINTOSHES.
ten? Roes 6 60 12 yt an ont
lirmisy Blur and Hick Twill
wIli long (Julies, regularo
Sale price $1 80
Ken's oo Mol, tootles, illue,c
111:ri (1.:esrnii .,KnITZlysecia0mth.:,
THE BICS r GOODS MADE,
Sale pa ice 4)7 60
$) ii MeIntofte merle,
Sale Price $4 4913 
.JEANSt r-
'Ai 4,8 IS They 's are
Lined Throughout,
'Extra %ELL MAD,
Worth 90c,
3pecial Prices
On Corduroy
suits and Pants!
Remember the '
p'ace, our old ,
bland in Beard'
bloc Co,. 8t1 
and Main Sts
an el' The iightestland :owlIt01'0, cur 0.C1t It'1L4s.tttm.1.e
irtrittrtittifittitttifttttrtIMM
For twelve bright, tilik men
that can grasp a good when
its offered. We will offe
LITTLE
SNAP...
Saturdav, Jan. I 31h
doz. Knox Fall and Winter Derbys
and Alpine Hats worth $4 and $5
For $3.00,
sizes 6 7-8, 7„and 7 1-8; all colors.
They are Drummer's samples.
•
J. H.
Anderson
& Co
Change Of
Firm Name!
. . . The business heretofore conducted
under the name of The Ilopkinsville Mercan-
tile Co. will from this date be known as
The Bass Shoe Co.
with J. Wallace Warfield and Alex Cox man-
agers. The stock is now being invoiced pre-
paratory to turning the business over to the
new management. We will be open and rea-
dy lor business Wednesday, Jan'y. 3rd, and
we promise you some interesting news in this
space for the next 30 days. We ask you to
read carefully all that appears in ail ace
during that. tilne, knowing that it will
profitable to you.
e Bass Shoe Co.
Wallace Warfield, Alex Cox.
Manager Shoe Department,
•••••••••••11•1 1 .,
Mgr. Furnishing Good Dep't.
DAgg& Richards,
Contractors and Builders,
leCcoplEi 113
Building Materials Of All Kinds.
Cement, Lime, Paints, Oils, Glass,
Estimates and Plans made on all
kinds of Building,
FOaiiAL NoTICE
OF CONTEST.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 3 -Formal
entice of contest WWI yesterday Led
upon Our Taylor and Lieut. Gee.
11urshall. The grounds of minket are
nven by Senator Goebel and Mr. Beck-
ham, whose notices are idenitcal. They
inOucle charges of a conspiracy between
Repuhlicans and certain corpora.
tioes to buy the election. In the Senate
and House today, similar notices will be
filed, and tomorrow the contest commit.
e will be created. This committee
empowered to hear witnesses
and will be in reseion several days.
NOMINATED BY
UNANIMOUS VOTE.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 3 -By a
unanimous vole the joint Democratic
caucus of the General Assembly last
night nominated the Hon. J 0 8
Blackburn for United States Senator.
The attendance at the caucus Wit-
Cedes that ho will receive hi voter!,
spinal a possible erminned opposition
lest
A Woman Who Loves To
Enteirtain
her friends always: strives to make
her dining room as handsome and
attractive as possible, and she knows
she can find the handsomest furni-
ture in rich buffet's, china oloseta and
dining chairs and tables for the least
money in our comprehensive and
varied stock of fine furniture, in the
latest artistic styles and shapes.
Don't fail to call and inspect our
stock.
Kitchen & Waller.
0901574-e('Zill14:
Penm e" /
orrh a
74eyacrileh 57,
Plefetry,
ged
41
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NEW YEAR THOUGHTS
DR. TALMAGE MAKES SOME PRAC-
TICAL SUGGESTION&
abeteld Blake the Most et oar
Iltverst Livee-essitetity the soaves
el lararre Webe-4_14rtat's Matchless
Okagina.
Itispyright. Louis Copeck. 141/6
Weitorzoros, Dec. 31.-In this holi-
day tileconres Dr. Taimag•e takes the
opportututy of offering some very prac-
tical and useful suggestione: text.
Psalms lc. 11, "We spend our years as
a tale that is told."
I The Israelites were 41) years in the
Wilderness. and during 38 years of the
nothing Is recorded of them, and. I
onggese, DO other emigrants had a
duller or more uninteresting time than
thay bad. So they got to telling stories
-Menge concerning themselves or con-
certing others; sturite about the brk:k
MIMI of Egypt. where they had toiled
slovers; stories about how the wa-
tier11 of the Bed sea piled up into pal-
inodes at their crossing; story of the
lantern bung :a the heavens to guide
them by night; story of Ibises destroy-
ing the reptiles of the wilderness:
stories of persisted encounter. It must
hare been an awful thing to have had
nothing to do for MI years except to
get lost every time they tried to escape
trona the wilderness- So they whiled
away the time In story telling. In-
41/1101.. there were persons whose ow
1111111110111as was to narrate stories. and
that were paid by suet; trifles as they
Genii plek up from the surrounding
NONNI% To such instances our teat
retort whoa it sem "We speed our
years le a tale that Is told."
At this tremendous passage from the
year Me to the year 1900 It will do as
all good to consider that our whole life
Is a nor/ told-a good story or a bad
story. a tragic story or a mirthful story.
a wine story or a foolish story, a clean
story or a filthy story. a story of sec-
ts= or a story of failure. "We spend
our years as a tale that le told?
-_-
ery person's life la a very interesting
story. Sly text does not depreciate "a
tale that Is told." We bare all of us
been entertained by the Mory teller
wben snow bound in the rail train. or
in the group a winter's night In the
farmhouse. or gatbered around a hiss-
ing hearth with some hunters at the
mountain 11111. Indeed, It IS a praise-
worthy art to Impersonate a good story
well. If you doubt the practical and
heelthinl and inspiring use of such a
story, take down from the library
Washingtoo Irving's -Tales of a Trav-
eler' Or Nathaniel Halethorpe'. "Twice
Toll) Tales." But as Interesting as any
of these would be the story of many
an obscure life if the tale were as well
told. Why do we till like biographies
and autobiographies? Because they
are stories of eminent human livem
But the story of the life of a back-
woodsman. of a man who looks stupid.
of sae about whom you Dever beard a
must be just as thrilling on a
scale as on a large scale is a life
of a Cyrus. or a Caesar. or a Pizarro,
or a Mark Antony. or a Charlemagne.
Life Iltsgertemees.
yoe get the cosedence of that very
plain man just come out of the back-
woods and can induce him to give the
stirring experiences of his life, he will
tell you that which will make your
blood curdle and your hair stand on
end; that night whea a patitber
puted his pathway on tbe way bane:
that landslide. wimp the mountains
seemed attout to come down on hie
coign: that accident to his household
and no surgeon within 15 miles; that
long storm tbat shut tbem and the
food was exhausted; that contest at his
doorway with bandits, wbo tbought
there might be within something worth
takiag: that deathbed. with no one but ed it.
himself to count the fluttering pulses. Mak• Elesolags Knows'.
Oh. yes. while "we spend our years U you bare bad experiences of par-
es a tale that Is told." tt is an interest- don and comfort and disenthrallment
Int story It Is the story of an im- tell of It Tell It in the most pointed
mortal. and that makes it interesting. tad dyamaua way yes (ma mamma.
He is Mooched on an ocean of eternal Tell it soot, or yoo may never tell It
years. In a voyage that will never ter- at all. Oh, the power of "the tale that
trinate. He is striking the keynote of is toldr An hour's discourse about
an anthem or a dirge that will never the fact that blaspbemous behavior is
come to its last bar. That is what sometimes punished in this world
makes the devotional meetings of mod- Id t I ch th
ere time so much more interesting
titan they used to be. They are Oiled
not with discourses by laymen on the
subject of justification and sanctifica-
tion. which lay discourses administer
more to the facetious than to the edi-
fying. but with stories of what GOd
has done for the soul-how everything
suddenly changed; bow the promisee
became balsamic in times of lacers-
tloo how be was personally belped oat
and helped up and helped on. Nothing
can stand before such a story of per-
sonal reeese. personal transformatioe.
persoual Illumination. The mightiest
and most skillful argument against
Christianity collapses tinder the un-
gram m a e ere ten sincere Natalie&
The at hei,4 le professor of natural phi-
losophy -glAs down ender the Dewy of
7,044:meltwoodaman's coaversios.
on
MAKES
WEAK WOMEN STRONO
SICK WOMEN WELL.
!tart Anew.
su that elaborate persuasion of the
*Id folks of tbe folly of giving up se-
ttee life too soon means nothing as
compered with the simple incident you
Meg relate te them of the fact tint
Benjamin Fraakiin was governor of
teinsayleania et as years of age and
eat Deetiplifillt Vallee at 90 years et
age. although his eyesight bad been
destroyed throsgh being commiled by
Ids enemies to look into a polished
metal basin tender the full blase of tbe
mon mill haft blind. yet this sight-
assoopenaties Isadtag an army to
or Cowden-
Dimple! -When an old man bears of
met hit= be mew ind staff
ems ear r and KIM abew.
The New Testament suireests the
power of the "taje that is told." Christ
wee the asmit elective story teller of
all the agei Ike parable. are only
tale*. well telt Matchless Worts.:
.Tbat of the traveler eut np by tbe
lives a happy wife. She welted: "I
have used Mother's PrIesd before
two confinements. The last time 1 had
twins, sod was in labor only a few Initi-
ates. Suffered very lute." Tbs reason
why
Mother's Friend
does expectant mothers so
good is became it is se marital liaimenr,
io be the outside, where
much °MILT:omen. It helps be-
cause tbe popes of the akin readily absorb
it, and it oodles into direct contact with
hi AMON by the parts invoNed.
le quickly banished,
is kept completely away.
7111110111111111 dread sad foreboding is not
t even daring labor Itself.is short sad almost without
pain. Recovery is quick mid sure. Best
of all, Mother's Friend benefits the
unborn iust as much as the expectant
mother, and when the little one comes II
Will be strung, lusty and healthy.
linergists sag Mother's Prised ler 111 betas.
Solid for oor fret book ow tee 'ablest.
finely alas/raid.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
e LA/MA. GA.
$2.75 SOX RAI OAT
s.r.:11„tiet. AT it $231
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thieves and the Samaritan eltYbill his
board bill at the tavern; tbat of lb*
big dinner, to wheel tbe invited guests
:Des1).4 ~tee regrets: that of the
sewing tbe bleat of the
lost sheep and all the rural neighbors
that night helping hits celebrate the
fact that it was safe in the barnyard;
that of the bad boy. reduced to the
wines' trough. greeted home with
as& banqueting and jewelry that it
stuffed the older son with jealousy
and disgruntlement; that of the Phari-
see full of braggadocio and the pub-
lican smiting bls breast with a stroke
that brought down the heavens in com-
miseration; stories about leprosy, about
paralysis, about catalepsy, about drop-
sy, about ophthalmia-stories that be
so well told that they have rolled down
to the present and will r011 down
through tbe entire future.
I beard Daniel Baker, the wonderful
evangelist of his time, preach what I
suppoeed was a great sermon, but I
remember nothing of it except • story
that be told. and that, 1 judge from
the seeming effect. may that aftensoen
have brought hundreds into the king-
dom of God. I heard Truman Osborne
Preach several sermons', but I remem-
ber nothing of what be said in public
or private except a story that he told.
and that was, among other things. the
means of my salvation. The lifelong
work oe John B. Gough. the greatest
temperance reformer of all tints, was
the victory of anecdote, and who can
ever forget his story of Joel !Lenten
toschhig him on the shoulder, or at
Dimesa Noses Grant at Hopkinton, or
of the outcast woman nicknamed "Hell
Fire," bet redeemed by the thought
that she "was one of us?" Dwight L
Moody. the evangelist of worldwide
fame and usefulness, who recently
passed to his great reward on high.
during his valuable labors in the pulpit
wielded the anecdote for God and
heaven until all nations have been mov-
aimple "tory that in a town of New
York state at tbe close of the last cen-
tury 36 profane men formed them-
! 
seive• Into a club. calling themselves
'Society of the Druids." Tbey met
' regularly to deride and damag., Cbria-
tianity. One night in their awful meet-
ing they burned a Bible and adminis-
tared the sacrament to a dog. Two of
them died that niglit Within three
days three were drowned. In five years
all the 36 came to a bad ead. Before
justices of the peace it was sworn
that two were starred to death. seven ,
woes drowned, eight were shot. eve I
committed suicide, seven died on the
gallows, one was frozen to death and
three dled aceidentally. Incloents like
that. sworn to, would balk any pro-
posed Irrevemat and blaspbegnous be- 1
Meier.
In what way could the fact that in-
fidelity will not help any one die well
be so powerfully presented as by the
lacklast concerning a man falling Ill
la Paola just after tbe death of Vol-
taire. irben a profeathmal norm was
eaelmil la. end she asked. "Is the Mintle-
gisa a Ohrletian?" "Why de you ailt
Oben' said the messenger. The nerve
replied. "I am the nurse who &Headed
Voltaire in his last ilhome, and for au
the Wealth if Burope I would never see
soother Made. die." What discourse
winter. It is a remark so often made
that it fails to make any impression
and the pletitade that calls forth no
reply, "How rapidly time goes,"
Every century ls a big wheel of
years, which makes a hundred revolu-
tions and breaks down. Every year is
a big wheel of mouths and wakes V2
revolutions and then ceases. Geologists
sort hooloolanu 1.:Itia elaluwatio.ne
guesdes as to now long the world will
probably last; how long before the vol-
canic fortes will explode it, or meteoric
stroke demolish it. or the cold of a
long wtnter freeze out its population,
or the fires of a last conflagration burn
it. That is all very well, but so far
as the present population of the earth
is concerned tbe world will last but a
little longer. We begin life with a
cry and end it with a groan. and the
cry and the groan are not far apart.
Life. Job says. is like tbe flight of a
weaver's shuttle or. as David Intimates
In my text a story quickly told and
laughed at and gone and displaced by
another story as a "tale that Is told."
I have to may that if life Is so short
we have not much of it to waste. In
all our engagements 10 o'clock ought
to be 10 o'clock. and 3 o'clock 3 o'clock.
and 8 o'clock 8 o'cloek. I will not
waste your time, and you must not
waste my time. Just reproof was that
which lire Waehington. the wife of
the first president gave James Peale,
the great painter. His daughter says:
"My father had an engagement to
paint a miniature of Mrs. Washington
In Philadelphia. the general being then
out of town. Ile was obliged to go to
her house, and the appointment for a
sitting was arriinged at o'clock in
the morning. My father arrived at
the house, and. taking out bla
be found be was smartly on stint'. A
. thought then struck hie* 11151 Possibly
miabf be eerie to disturb a laly, and
he derides to give ten minutes #111100
bee..e• knocking al the door. He ack
cordingly walked the pavement and
at the end of ten nilnutes pulled out
his watch and rang the bell. He was
ushered Into the parlor. and Mrs.
hlRe'arawhiantetchonandarengaistitinsathehhimod, ir es. ewn oh ue re
orders for the day. bad heard her
daughter take her lesson on the harp-
sichord and bad read all the morning
papers and after all this had been
waiting for him ten minutes."
I My friends. as our life Is short-
Re Punctual.
punctuality le one of the important vir-
tues and lack of punctuality one of th•
worst of crimes. How many who
know nothing of punctuality! They
arrive at tbe depot five minutes after
the train is gone. They get to the
wharf In time to see that the steamer
has swung 500 yards from the dock.
Tbey are late at church and annoy all
who have promptly taken their places,
the late comers not being as good as a
Christian woman who, when asked
bow sbe could always he so early at
church. replied. "It is part of my re-
ligion not to Maturb the religion of
others." The tardy ones mentioned
are apt to speak the word of counsel
wben It is too late. They are resolved
to repent at some time lu the future,
but when they come op "the door Is
shut." They resolve to save a soul
wben it 15 already ruined.
But short as time Is It Is long enough
if we rightly employ It. The trouble Is
we waste so much time we cannot
catcb up. Some of us have been chas-
ing time we lost at 20 years of are. or
SO years of age. or 40 years of age. and
tf we lived 250 years we could never
overtake it Joseph. a poor apprentice.
every morning passed a certain store
as the clezrch clock struck 6. at the
moment when the merchant took down
hts shutters. each of them saying
"Good morning. Me" and nothing else.
What was Joneph's surprise to find
that tbe merchant had suddenly died
and left him his store and business.
That Is not the only instance where a
man has made a fortune by punctuali-
ty. The poet's verse reads:
Time nes sway teat,
The while we litter rrtitesabat.
How sees our lite here
Grows old witL the yew
That dim with the best Daomsher.
A third reading of my text reminds
me that llfe is not only a story told.
but a story listened to. There is noth-
ing more vexatious to any one than to
tell a story when people are not attend-
ing. They may be whispering on some
other subject. or they are preoccupied.
One cannot tell a story effectually un-
less there are good listeners. Well,
that wlecb in my text le called tbe
"tale that is told" has plenty of lie-
teuers. There is DO such thing as soli-
tude, no such thing as being alone.
God listens. and the air Is full of spir-
itual intelligences, all listening. and tbe
world listens to the story of our life.
some hoping It will be successful, otb-
ers hoping it will he a failure.
We talk about public life and private
life, but there is oo private life. Tbe
etory of our life. however Insignificant
It may seem to be, will win the ap-
plause or hiss of a great multitude that
no man can number. As a "tale that is
told" among admirer. or antagonists.
celestials or pandemonlace, the uni-
verse ta full of listening ears as well
as of gleaming eyes. If we say or do
tbe right thing. that is known. If we
gay or do tbe wroog thing. that is
known. I suppoee the population of
the Intelligences la the air is more nu-
merous than the population of intent-
gums on the earth. Oh. that the story
of our life might be 'fit for such an
audience in such an auditorium! God
grant that wisdom and fidelity and ear-
nestness and truth may characterize
In Its moral and spiritual effect could 
the "tale that is told."
equal a tale like that/ A Tale 
That le Told.
Ton might argue upon the fact that Aye. all 
the wor w ye s e for the glory of him whose march
those tanee are our brothers and eie. sod be redeemed b
y a "tale that Is through all the coining centuries the
tire. but could we tanawaa shy ow told." We ar
e all telling it. each In Scriptures describe as going forth "con-
sett!' such a tenth ao well as by tbe his own 
way-eome voice, some by quering and to eonquer." Oh. the
arose Dear Victoria park. Ismadon. Pen. genie by allist's 
Pencil. some bY contrast between that uplifted spec-
maw, wen were gigging a deep drain. harp and some by so
ng: mother telling twee of eternal triumph in the press-
and the shoring gave way. and a west ft to child. 
teacher telling it to Sab- *ace of God and the Lamb and these
Ole of *arm feu upon tee weetmes., bath class. 
reformer telling It to out- earthly scenes, where "we spend our
A man stood there with his Iowa In cast, prea
cher telling it to assemblage.
his pockets. looking at those wbo were Tbe story
 of the Loveliest of heaven 
years as a tale that is told "
trying to shovel away the earth from
these who were buried. but when some
oar said to the spectator, "Bill, your
brother le down there." then Om spec-
tator threw off his coat and west to
work with an agony of earnestness to
fetch up his brother. What course of
argument could so well as that ince
&Mt /et forth that whee we toll for
the Naiveties of a sod it Is a brother
whom we are trying to mare
• Ertel' Story.
• woad reading of my Wet reminds
am that lite is not only a story told.
but that It is a brief story. A long nar-
rative stretched out Indefinitely loess
its intermit It le generally the story
tbaglithee only • minute or half • min-
ute to rehearse that arrests tbe &nes-
tles. And that Orel additional Inter-
est to tb• story of our Ufa. It la a
short story. Subtract from our life all
the hours of necessary sleep. all the
hours of Incapacity through fatigue or
Illness, all tbe hours of childhood and
youth before we get fairly to work. and
you have abbreviated the story of life
se mach that you can appreciate the
pealinhirs remark when be says.
"'Thou haat made my days as a hand's
breadth." and ean appreciate tbe apos-
tle James' expression whee be com-
pares life to "a repot that appearetb
for a little ilelS01:1 and then vanishes
away."
It does not take long to tell all the
vicissitudes of life-the gladness and
the griefs. the arrivals and the de-
partures. the successes and the fail-
ures. the victories and tbe defeets, tbe
ups and the downs. Tbe longer we
Dee the shorter the years. We hardly
get over the bewildering fatigue of se-
lecting gifts for children and friends
aad see that tbe presents get off in
time to arrive on the appropriate day
than we see another advancing group
of holidays. Autumnal fruit so sharp-
ty chases the summer harvest. and the
snow of the white blossoms of spring-
time rome se soon after the snows of
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coming down to this scarred and blast-
ed island of a world. lie was ordered
back from Its shores and struck
through with hewer' of bumau hate as
soon as he landed. Snepberd's dog
baying on the hills that Christmas
night was better treated than this Res-
cuer of a race, yet keeping right on.
brambles on brox. feet on spikes.
flagellated with whips that had lumps
of lead fastened to them, through mid-
nights without lanterns, through
storms without a shelter, through
years that got blacker until they ended
in a noonday with the sun blotted out.
Mightiest tale ever told. and keep on
telling It until the last sorrow Is as-
suaged, and the last animoeity
quenched. and the last desert is white
with the lily, and golden witb the cow-
slip. and blue with the gentian, and
crimson with the rose.
While reading my text the fourth
time I bethink myself that the Mory of
life will end when the group breaks
us...thatwis, told" stfpc_wh...7
have been in 'groups interestedly lis
teeing to some story tole when other
engagements or the hour of the night
demanded the going of the guests.
That stopped tbe story. By this exit
of another year I am reminded that
these earthly groups will break up. No
family groep. or social group. or re-
ligious group. or political group stays
long together. Suppose some one should
take from the national archives the
roll of yoraler rafted States senate
chamber or the roll of yonder h""" 
tseawliasthuse 24;1. upTh20
yreaelirmers angotataind" th”en
silence would he mightier than the
voice. that would hear and respond.
Thr family group breaks up. Dld
yon ever know a household that tor 25
years remained intact/ Not One. Was
there ever a church record the same
after the passage of 211 years or 15
years or 10 years/ The fact is that the
story of °in life will soon end. because
the group of listener. will be gone. Ro
you see if we are going to give the,
right trend and emphasis we must give
It right away. If there are old people
In the group of our influence, all we
can do for them will be in eve or ten
years. If there are children around us,
In 10 or 15 years they will no longer
be children. and they will be fashion-
ing the story of their own life. "what
thy hand fludeth to do. do it with all
thy might." Passing all. passing ev-
erything. as a "tale that is told."
My text. In referring to the years. re-
minds me that In 12 hours this year
will forever have gooe away. Ninety-
nine out of the hundred years of this
century will hare disappeared. We
have only one year of the century left
There ought to be something especial-
ly suggestive in the last year of a cen-
tury. It ought to be a year of un-
paralleled industries, of unheard of
consecration. Not a rierson In any of
our audiences thls day cap remember
the drat years of this century. Not a
person in any of our audiences today
will ever again see the last year of a
century.
Tbrough medical science the world's
End of the Century.
longevity may be greatly improved in
the future. as it has been In the past,
but It would not be well for the people
I to live too tong. Some of them woull.
through their skill at acquisitiveness,
gather too much. and some multimil-
lionaires would become billionaires and
trillionaires, and some would after
awhile pocket a hemisphere. No.
Death is useful In its financial limita-
tions. and then all have enough sor-
rows and annoyances and suffering'
by the time they become nonagenari-
ans or centenarians to make it desira-
ble to quit. Bestdes that. it would not
be fair so long to keep tio many good
old people out of heaven. So it Is wel'
arrenged that those who stand by th
deathbed of the nineteenth century will
not be called to stand by the deathbed
of the twentieth century.
Oh. crowd this last year with pray-
ers, with hosannas. with kind words.
with helpfulness. efhke the peroration
of tbe century the climax of Christlike
deeds. Close up the ranks of God, and
during this remaining 12 month•
charge mightily against the boat of
Abaddon. Have no reserve corps. Let
swIfteet gospel cavalry gallop. and
hes viest moral art illery roll. and
mightiest evangelistic batteries tbun
der on the scene. Let ministers of the
gospel quit all controversy witb etch
other and In solid phalanx march out
for the world's disinthraliment Let
printing presses. aecular and religions,
make combined movement to inetruct
and emancipate the world. On all the
hills let there be Elijabs praying for
'a great rata." aod on every contested
field Joshua' to see that final victory
is gained before the sun goes down.
and every mountain become a transfig-
uration, and every Galilee a walking
place of him who can hush a tempest
Let us be Jealous of every month. of
every week. of every day that passes
without something significant and
glorious wrought for God and this sin
cursed world. Let our churches be
thronged with devout assemblages.
Let the choral. be more like grand
marches than requiems. Let this com
log year see the last wound of Trans-
vaal and Philippine conflict. and the
earth quake with the irrounding arms
of the last regiment ever to be mar-
shaled. and the furnaces of the loan
dries blaze with tbe fires that shall
turn the last swords into plowshares.
And may all those whose lives shall
go ont In this last year of a century, as
many will. meet In the heavenly world
those who in the morning and noonday
of this hundred years tolled and suf
fered for the world's salvation to tell
them how much has been accomplished
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AUNNING A PAPER IN CUBA.
lts Owner Nearly Breaks the Island's
Prises Record.
The first American newspaper start-
ed in Cuba was owned by Thomas
Dawley, the war correspondent whose
confinement In various Cuban prison.
by Weyier before the war almost
brought about international complica-
tions.
"My first paper was published In
Santiago and was called The Times of
Cuba," said Mr. Dawiey. "When the
natives heard I was going to print a
paper, they offered to get me a set of
wardrobes. Wardrobes are standing
Items •uthorized by the public censor
and appertaining to weddings, funerals
and births. When any Of these domes-
tic events happens. the editor goes to
the wardrobe. selects one of the items.
changes the names, sex and dates and
puts it into type. This saves trouble.
I declined the offer because I wanted
to be original, but Santiago was con-
servative, •nd when I printed some
truths about the Cuhan army I was
threatened with assassination.
"A friend told me that I could save
myself by hiring a substitute to sit In
the office and acknowledge tbe author-
ship of any offensive item. This I also
declined. Perhaps it was a mieteke.
for • few days later some of the towns-
men came to the office and threw me
bodily into the street and ruined my
presses and type. Sly next ventere
"" "11"*"--^  In smother prom.
Ince. I took tbe Same oid ...I
followed the same tacties. with tbe
same result. The next time The Times
of Cuba was started in Havana. One
of the judges found fault with me be-
cause I called him the Pilipino Judie.
as be had been appointed Ilret by
Quern laabella In Hanna. So was
haled to court.
"lle held court in him bourne and
when railed he was rating breakfast.
I told him that he need not he in any
hurry, hut he said that the sight of me
made him so angry that It took away
his appetite, and be 'roiled open court
immediately. It took him about ten
minutes to find me guilty and sentence
me to prison.
" 'I'm willing toao to prison,' I mid.
'but I have one request to make. Dur-
ing General Weyier's time,' I emit-tin-
mi. '1 was allowed the high privilege
of residing In every prison of any note
on the island except Cabanas. and if It
please your excellency I should like to
be sent there. I have always had a
curiosity to see what this primp Is
like, •nd If you will grant me this re-
quest I think I shall have established
an all around prison record that no
other American has ever touched. and
this is worth something to me in my
business.'
"Tbis put a new plume on the mat•
ter, and th, judge said that rather than
help me make a record he'd see me
hanged. but as be could not do thnt I
was only flned."-Saturday Evening
Post.
• Stein et Dr. Abbott.
Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott spends much
of his spare time when In New York
in one of the deep alcoves in the old
Astor library, where the table in front
of him is littered with books end
strewn with papers. The attendants
all know him. and his wants are never
neglected. When the doctor is at work.
be buries himself in his book. les gray
hairs almost hidden by the volume.
and as long as he reads he is dead to
the rest of the world.
Not long ago another industrious
bookworm visited the library and call-
ed for a certain book.
"1 think Dr. Abbott has it." replied
the clerk. It was so. and the student
was forced to take up another line of
Investigation, very much against his
will
Soon afterward still another man
came in and weet over to the alcove
In which tbe doctor and his rival sat.
He called for no book. but was merely
looking around aimlessly.
-Looking for a book?" asked the
rival.-
"Oh. nothing in particular."
"Well." he added. slowly aod stern-
ly. "If you are looking for any book.
that man over there." pointing to the
doctor. "has it. and be will keep it. sir
for a whole year."-Saturday Evening
Post.
Cigarettes sad Tears.
A touching little scene happened the
other day. One of the Gordons had hls
arm amputated. A Boer in the next
bed had his arm taken off exactly ID
the same place. I took charge of the
Boer as he was brought from tbe the-
ater, and on his becoming consciour
the two poor fellows eyed each other
very much till our good natured Tom
my could stand it no longer.
"Sister." he called, "give him two
cigarettes but of my box and tell him
I sent them. Here is a match. Light
one for him "
I took the cigarettes and the message
to the Boer. and he turned and looked
at Tommy In amazement, and then
quite overcome. be burnt into tears.
Tommy -did the same. and I am
afraid 1 was on the point of Joining In
the cborus. but time would not permit
-Ladysmith Correspondence.
fle Pseud.
In the life of Dean Liddell (Liddell
and Scott's Greek Lexicon, it is nar
rated that Christchurch. Oxford. was
the resort of many "gentleman corn
moners." who passed on their family
not their scholastic attainments. Still
they had to be "examined." and one of
them. who had been nent to attend n
course of lectures on the atmosphere
came before Oshourne Gordon for an
inquiry into les very human under-
standing.
'Well. Mr. Blank."
"what Is the atmosph
ofr
After much hesitationkhe
plied. "Zinc."
"Thank you." mid Go . "That
will do. Good morning,7
Ellt•tiklATISE CURED ITN A DAT
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures it in from I
to 3 days. Il action upon the system
is remarkable and mysterious. It re-
moves at once the oanse and the di 
mmediately disappears The first doae
greatly benefl 6. 75 mints. Sold by R.
0. Hardwick, druggist, Hontinsville.
al111,8m
WOhellIFUL DISCOVERY.
Not only ours., bat it keeps well.
*old by an organised ioolursii7 of r"'
sponsible business men and hie the en
(foramens of ;thousands of Clergymen
and noted people tbroughout th•
tiountry. We speak of that wonderful
Instrument, Eleotropoise, and ask your
earefueexamination into the cures it
has wrought. Ool. A. P. Nueally, of
the Inter-Ocean. Ohicago, rites :
"Nearly three years experience with
Electaopoiae only confirms the truth ol
your claim.. I say to my friends that
this instrument is a most wonderful in•
vention, and I would not pert with
mine if I oould not get enothee." Send
address for our boos giving letters from
people who have been cured by /PM,
tropoise. ELECTROPOISK CO., 518
Fourth Avenue, Lewisville. Ky.
This preparation stand. unequaled as
a complexion beautifier. Removes
freckles, tan, pimples and unnatural
redness of face •nd hand.. LittelM
Liquid Sulphur Ointment is entirely
free from poisons and disagreeable
odors. Littell's Liquid Sulphur Oint-
ment is an invaluable remedy in the
treatment of all skin disesees, open
sores, chafed parte, burns, acted' and is
eepecially recommended for use after
shaving. It is mothing, antiseptic and
healing. For pale by Anderson &
Fowler, druggists, Hotel Latham. wif
of. per the ire.
THE APPETITE OF A GOAT
Is envied by all poor dyspeptics whose
Stomach and Liver are out of order All
Life Pills, the wonderful Stomach and
Liver Remedy, gives a oplendid appe.
Solt's Soel Inrhes Ione, ellt full ...POI, Iln•d 
Me. round digestion and a regular bore
flu rowboat telt% lierrortrod Nis le Meek. Mee.. ecd• refl 
fly habits that insures perfect health
baseline as 11111.tcrited. Trimmed •I I around with litre 
sod great energy. Only 25 rants ateh. nocalely err hroplered witb beide and blank
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Tha sellOOD of the year when people
want so buy real estate is at hand, and
we invite muse who watts to buy or seal
to outwits Mix ouluntu.
We bare e•Oelintli tiultilitel for 00D-
i:inciting the puniness anti will advertise
property put into our hands tree of
enarge, aud will tarnish proepective
en.teauen ouuveyanoe Ito ok at prop-
erty w atom' °um to Mem. Ouwe to see
us it you want to sett, it mete you uosb-
lug it you fail.
We have the following Florida
that we wilt tell as low print, Or tic;
change fur farming laud in I b tuns
&al aorta Ili Pastel teensy, 12/0 acres sin \
Pasco I sti, ty , x00 &creel tieruande
"06.81 atm leo acres in kiiliaburo
 cunu•
iy. Oue tne •bove trams is heavily
lltab. w lib the tinted yellow pine,
and another is heavily tiniber.d with
the pine trim w bwh they wake turptia- I
ttue. Fur further piton, eta, ree
us.
Stock of moos, store house and resi-
dence for male at ywoo tow u Ot, L & N.
ft R. First-oleo. paying biteinta., nue
100mIlOr. good tieightsoinood, cburches
raundup7tralellr w00urviirsolane dc, narelidereopeeitue.
prim-mews, ten acres of DIn• ground
with reeinenoe, good reasons tor selling
No. 1 resieehoe on South Main street,
I atones. 7 rooms, servaute room, CM-
frill, goon stable, flue shafts trees, lot
▪ efeel..11rSi.ley 
oboe to bust/net
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, carriage
house and ail aseessery ourbuiteings,
good Mitten' ann orchard Two setts of
Med a tinting South Konttieby ()allege,
$1 WU Wel mill this plat* al lew ptiov
aud on may terms.
Biefent two story realdanos on Oor•
nor of 14. b ancl Oampbell streets, !Hints
Wit feet on thbuipt,11 street by 106 feet
tu ailey, hon.. has 8 eves an MI Vie.
misery outbuilding., biDSI • tr•es,
flue gar len and grape arbef. I
Weil Improved suburban Oise* with
18 aore. of 'tonna, house 5 rooms, good
cistern, stub a, poultry bowie: carriaee
bone., amps bourse. ell.0 . everything iu
good repair. Complete set of farming
implements go with the place
Good farm 228 acres, on Nashville
road. 7 mum from Hopkinsvilie and 5
tulles from Pembroke, good two story
brtck dwelling, 6 room., good well, 9
large new Nina, rtables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low price
spa OD easy ...turns.
Large two-atory boon and two acre*
of ground froutipg on first ttreet and
running hack to the river.
1815 acres ef land 6 miles from town
neer Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
tem, o barns and other out buildiuge,
price Ili per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
1.4 streets, fronting 60 feet OD Main by
200 fees deep House has six reoms,
hood cistern, stable and deceseary out-
buildings. Fcr sale.
The Lindsay'. Mei property. embrac-
ing a burr mill for grinding b. th con,
and wheat, two good resulaucive, twu
Cisterns aud all necessary oetbutiatugs
anti 50 sores of land, situated on Little
River, on a line bvtwvon Christian ana
Trigg mutates, near Pee Dee, Ky Thp.
property will be soid at a low price lann
on reasonable terms.
House and lot on 17th street, in aloOd
neighborhood and close to Mashies.,
prAi°eLl$trtr.act of river bottom land sit.
tutted on west batik Gumberiand river
about three miles below Oauton, Trigg
county, Ky., and contaieing 630 aoree
This prup. rty ham five good tenaid
nooses ana tim. good hires arid cisterns
ibis land will be sem either as a whole
or in tracts to tent purchaser and at a
low price and ou reasonable terms.
60 acres ot fine land joss outside tole
a sae on Palmyra road. $66 eer acre.
Form of 107 acres of good land Sti
allies northwest of Hopkinaville, in gone
neighborh000. Lana in good condition,
gOOd dwelling, five MOMS, s11101Ie bowie,
stables', barn. etc. A bargain at $1,700
be acres of rich land just °Weide th.
Aty limits, well watered and f
Will be sold at a bargain.
Nice house and lot on West 1 -a
Price $860.
8 tract. of land near Ben nettsellern,
bout 800 acres Will be converted into
11 or V tracts. Soid on ea-y terms.
House and lot OD 8rd street in Hop-
kthevele, Ky , near public reboot build-
tog. Price $750.
maiHouse and lot on corner of 13 .aao
Thompson streets. Hopkins-villa Ry.
Price $600.
A nioe oottage on 4th St., four Moms
and kitchen, porch, goo° out-Mouse...no
cistern, price $,-00.
Oottage on 8rd let , "cheap," at .600.
Good °Mattson Broao and Thompson
Ms , four rooms, good ,netern and out
buildings, large lot, price $600.
Two good resiaenre iota on Main 8t
,n Hopkinseille, well boosted The on
iy vacant loss on West aide of Main St
tor sale at a low price.
900 acres of land between Nasheillt
road and L. St N. kt. R. at °salty. Wu.
00 sold at a bargain.
Elegant lot tex200 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rowels, I
porohes, cistern outbuildings, shade
nnd front trees, Price 61,400.
An elegant farm of 115 acres of land.
on good public road, iu Obe of the beet
ueightornoods in South Christian, oon
Yemen% to postoffice, schools ant.
churches, in a htgh state of cultivation,
good dwelling 6 rooms mad bail, OW
large tobacco barn, good stables am
cow houses, 3 new cabins, smoke house.
hen house, buggy house, new win
fence, nice young orchard, grapee, rasp
berries and straw birmse, plenty of w•
ter, •ery desirable, will be sold them
and on easy terms.
House and lot 60x200 feet on Se:amid
street. House with 4 rooms, porch, cis-
tern and outbuildings. Price $1,000,
House and lot on Second street 6(kelike
•eet. House has 7 rooms, porch, °Men
end outbuilditigs. Price $1,200
Some beautiful vacant lots on Welnut
ItreeNioet. house and lot on Brown sere. et.
Price $800.
400 acres of dcsirable farming land in
Montgomery conuty, Tenn., heave)
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Kt
Price $6 00 per sore.
Some of the must desirable propere,
n Hopitineville, fronting 187 feet oi
Main "thee, suitable foreither baguet,
,ir residence property.
Ftne farm of 2e5
amid of Howell, Ky.. OS
Good farm of 966
mile of Howell, Ky.
155 acres of laud near Olar
pile, 8 miles fro a elopkiusville.
per sore. Very oestreable.
(lova 800 SIM faros Olt se tO MOntgOln•
sty, Tripe wow, Ky. 9 dwellinsa, toe
house, barn, stows., good outbuiluisgs,
it pond., youteg orchard, 60 acres sf rim
her. Very aseitsble farm and well
located at a bargain.
Very desirable suburban resident*,
house two atone., 8 rooms, new aud in
outooe the city limits on one of the Lest
4i/too:oar: pair, about 7 acres of land, just
A nioe residence at Cathy, Ky. bo.
of 10 befit, nix MOM cottage and 11W,
e0001 I fa le in yard ;good servants house-,
large rood ice house, large stable au.
oarriage home ana all necessary on.
euildiugs; splendid shade and true
tree., never failing so ell, good cisteep ;
convenient ro tepee school and church ;
5 win from Heekimmlle with goo.
pike nearly the whole distance. Spiel)
did location for • doctor.
New 5 room bonze and 2 lots on illth
street, good cistern, stable and all ne-
°smeary outbuildings. Price for both
$1.000.
House and lot on Brown St. Desire-
bly located. Price$b00
A two story cottage on South Oantp
bell St., lot 70x185le Meetly() bed MOMS
sitting rocm, dining room, kitchen, loot
eon; and four porches, on ant fluor .
sour old room., two lumber rooms anti
• sewing room: on seoond floor ; she
splendid dry cellar 18x14 feet with briet
walla eel floor, good cistern,coat house
meat house, kindling how* and semen,
8 per cent. interest on deferred pay
aminoaceansetain. fToEuritMet-Oual naentnbuirdal opasayhm, ebanul
in neighbor
meat bargste
of Med in ote
Wteram & KIWIORT.
eit
TRUSSES Olz fiAl.AND
at /ATOMstrimmosketasitsad In 41/1
4kelEr' a'r7our * Ad See
"":::ee::"1::;ePe.fl;;tbleuY"libh:rlet"4::C°gt:ban4LtA::"W:rlikfa.reead:nyrbsrgsillTioareuillrelltl;hr""re""kl:fdTg""""gibe?::"I.a'iYlargeib"srn::::y.ad'ulriln"easa:'o°a"..rigr:1::LstlihyitbIor
"dr." 1/O• lite. NOSS OK 6 Cio,
Wilifree & lintght about colors should attempt to cleanI an oil painting, for it hi may to re-
move with it part of the painting It-
Real 'Estate. self. The inexperienced person can,
however, clean an oil painting safely
In the following mauler. Remove the
picture from lts frame, lay it let, and
cover it with a cloth moistened with
rain water. Repeat unte the dirt on
the picture has been removed by the
cloth, or until it Is so softened by the
moisture that It may be wiped off easi-
ly with a soft sponge. Then lit the
picture dry, when it should be gone
over carefu`•.. with a pie,. of °Quoit
wool saturated with pure linseed oil.
The paint will am look fresh and
new. On no act- int must soap be
used, and ea oil painting should never
be tOnched with anything harder than
a piece of lint or cotton wool. For
dusting then is nothing better than aa
tid silk haadkerchief.
- -
Sulphur is itsown to the medical Pro.
!lamina as an invaluable therapeutic
agent in all blond and skin diseseee
Liquin Sulphur is a sleet mole-
, tion of Diseolved Sulphur wtth all its
medicinsl sod hneeniroquelities retain-
ed Lite-lee Liquid Sulphur Remedies
will cure any skin disease on eartb.
1 8tope Itehing Instantly, whether mused
from Priekly Heat, Hive., Nettie Raab,
Poison Ivy. Bite, Sting or the moat aso
'remand can of akin disease. For Pale
by Anderson & Fowler, druggists, Ho-
tel Latham. ott
M U LES FOR SALE -Nice lot mules,
to 16 Mottle to 5 pears old, et
H, Layns's stable. I', H. Layne Uo.
w,11
$1.11. TO FARMERS. $1.11
LIGHT BRAHMA HOOP-
gat 
-bums. haenseem,
pre batched. Only a tt-w
and only • few day. at this
oelCe. Be quick and Me
lite to fritykobr y
ens. CARL 0. MOORS.
Hopkinsville, By.
White girl wanted
for general housework
in family of two. In-
quire at 9th Bt. Meat
Market.
TWO FARMS FOR SALE.
We have in our: hands for nig two
South Obnstian farms cheap sad
reasonable terms
1. A farm near Beverly, Kestocky
containing 165 woes, with oinifirtable
‘1111:40VPIIIPlite. Same farm on whicb
R T. Moore restriee and which irmer
It bennged to him.
9 A farm near Garrettabigg. Ky .
oonteining 113 arr. - fair linprove-
mauls- gond netebborh000-Re T 8
Hives' farm.
HUNTER WOODS SON
Litton's Liquid Sulphur Sole reduce.
o a miner um the danger of iintractipp
rootage:ins disease For the toilet IWO
bath it is without •n equal It is rapid
,y acquiring first piaoe ID the faSOT
411 who use it an an itinompalkble shay
ing seep. 10 Dente. FOr sag by
dense. & Fowler, druggist., Hotel Le
• n am. w if
A neglected cool is an all embrac ne
-ease of disease. It ci • the lung.I
site mucus. It strait s al. breaks dos,
, hi lung ;teepee. Dr B a tone Ter
rioney is an unfailing mei for cough,
and colds It rebuilds
rives strength te the he
the blood with fat-fo
(load druggists sell it.
iiesue• an.
by supply in,
oxygen
$42 Went Of
For 500 eorth of ern
away Watchea. Steyr
Unn. & •, &
oap. r Pastime, a high
(.sper of from 16 so 89
.0 128 chum Good
Art, Humor. Letters o
-ten Lands, &c, and a;
to get $2 worth of pr.
subsenoers at 10e este'
esrops for full partic
presents and our pap
months A ddress
Louisville, Ky.
ats
a are glytni,
Sewing Ma
ntrodOCO OCI I
illustrate
pages; 64
, Literature.
vet in For
ti have to di
• Is to get 2e
Send 10c ti
, long list Oi
Pastime tor 6
Pastime 00.,
Gish & Garner's o
nent cures rbeumattane
folli;t4ES Tee SPOT.
Gome Lint
oeuraigis
all druggist
Don't you
OWN
OWN H
The South Ken
and Loan A
Ky , w
house on espy
menu For par
Henry C. Can
J E McPhersal
Nasal -
CATARRO
la all its stages that
sboald be cleanliness.
Elyos Cream Bel
cleanses, soothes and he
I ha diseased morn tirs
It cures satarrh and dris
Sway • mid ln the hal
quickly.
Cream Balm Is p
over the membrane and
mediate sal a one follows
not produce sneezing.
Oats or by mall; Teeth*
ELY BROTileas, 66
nt to
UR
E??
Building
of Hop-
la you a
MY PsY-
apply to
Pres.
& Tree
the nide* enema
Relief is WI-
not drylag--does
so mats at Mee.
eats by malt
8isest. Nee mei
PATEN
e Oa7 Ma COPYR TS
CUMIN
*MCI TO PATENT FREE
book "Row wohtitia
Modals "Inventive
Merge Ne
LIV
at
Cores Dys
Billousne
Chronic
Palpitatio
Meest
other all
torpidity
25
IDNEY
emedy
NTH .
. Indigestion,
nstip•tion,
he, Jaimeice,
Grippe, Female
tables, and all
caused by the
Over.
REAM
OR ORIPINO.
A DOSE.
d you will never
m in your family.
ALM BY
n Chemical Co„is, ino.
g Or Sal y L. L. Trlgin
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The Best
Washing Powder.
Ask Your Laundress to Trs, It.
owire op IhIljahUm,,a\ti/CMOivesi
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•
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••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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On every Jacket, Calpe or Ladies'
Tailor-Made Suit in our
house this week.
We also call your site ition to our at-
tractive line of
Holiday Goods.
Imported china, dolls, books, medal-
lions, frames, tie., bdkfe, muffilera, fur.
and hundred more beautiful things
suitable for Xmas presents.
The Richards Co.
•
•
•
11: 2 King of Reference Works
7 NEW WERNER EDITION OF
F. - 7 IT LOPEDIA BRrrANNICt.
The Pilot
knows just how to steer a v
bring it safely through ti
and out into the open. J.
Encyclopdia Britannica
absolutely reliable guide ,
voyage cf life. One cam
wrong if its teachings are folio',
It tells the mistakes men have ma,-
how others havesucceeded and why.
An intelligent man gets good from
the experiences of others and stc-ers
leltr Of the rocks they ran agai.-,!- t
rhp very presence of the Encyclo-
pzdia Brit innica in a house give; the place an intellectual tcric
A library of thousands of volumes does not offer such an onr ( -
tunny for successft.1 howe study and development as this rrw
piece of literature. There is no more instructive reading on
than that contained in its jo volumes. TO a life whose
runs toward the future, this great work is indispensable
now you can secure the -
Encyclopaedia Britannica
For One Dollar Cash
r...-iying the balance in small monthly payments. Rem. rnbet
:1;.:t. the entire Thirty Volumes with a Guide and an elegant
Book Case, will be delivered when the first payment is ma,.
You will be surprised when you learn the
LOW COST.
Here it is:
The complete set (Thirty Large ea-tavo VOlumes):
No. T-N-w Style Buckram Cloth, Marbled Edges, Extra Quality 11..^1,
h i as Finish Book Paper, $4s.00
P..-st payment, One Dollar and Three Dollars (i?-oc r
thereafter.
'c Morocco, Marbled Edges, Extra Quality High Machine Fill .
Pape-, IC.c.00
, ,rst p.iyment, Two D011arS ($2.0C1) and Four Dollars ($4.onl
,nth thereafter.
,--S.,teep. Tan Color, Marbled Edges, Extr.e Quality High Machine Fin, •
B Parser, $75.00-
mon*h thereafter.
First payment, Three Dollars ($3.co) and Five Dollars (f
A rettuctica of to% ls granted by paying rash within ao days ant,-
taw:A of tin .b.wk.
HOPPER BROS. Main Street..
:111131111E511
ig A LONG
ra WINTER
ffi
PI
fti
adh
Si
That is the weather man's bill of
fare. It means long Ulster service
and when you buy any Ulster wby
not buy one of our Ulster. and it
doing so get the best.
PLAIN 
IRISH FRIEZE 
ENGLISH KERSEY 
$7.50
$10.00
$12.00
IMPORTED CHINCHILLA, $18.50
Are some of our prices, and you will
get an Ulster that will serve you
faithfully not only this winter but
n• xt, and still another.
See for yourself, the largest and
most s• ylis h line of children's suits
on the market at prices that invite
competition.
J. 1. Wall & Co,
fisomme2 moms
Why Not Buy Monuments
And Tombstones at Home.
comn issionSaving extra freight, agents'
and have the best of work
Mr AT M. LOWEST POSsIOLL PRIC
You will find yourself well paid
with the home shop. Yours
h081.
C...
by dealine
truly,
H. 1111sC•W
eiot
,
wativesumemssiscssw"I'Fisw.
•
b
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